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The Myth buster’s Dictionary
Though the World Order is indeed dynamic,
composed of many factions (that can often
be analysed etymologically) – simplistically,
the World Order can be seen as the
incorporation of a rivalry, inevitable if not
forcibly prevented, between 2 predominant
blocs.
We have studied these blocs in “Of vampires
and Lycans” – they are the V* “led” by Rama,
and the L*; the former was the source of the
“angels”, and the latter the source of “fallen
angels”.
This V*/L* nomenclature is a useful, indeed
indispensible study-aid for philosophical
historians who would rather document the
central than the fringe stories of mankind's
history. Tragically, these central stories are
not available as historians’ writings, but as
myths.
Serious study of this encoded history that
many only too dismissively call Mythology –
was undertaken by Euhemerus of Greece,
and more famously, later by the Neoplatonic
School.
“Euhemerus believed that much of Greek
mythology could be interpreted as historical
events and important officials subsequently
given supernatural characteristics”. Pagan
faiths were “reinterpreted by attributing
secular motives to protagonists” (securitist,
economic, utilitarian). The Euhemeric view
saw the ‘Gods’ as dynasts, if not individuals.
The latest myths were by Tolkien, so
generous in the detail revealed, but for the
same reason that much harder to decrypt. It
can be called the zenith of publicly-available
mythology.
Of course, myths are encrypted for a reason.
Cryptic myths feature codewords, kennings,
and allusions, and may be used for cautious
boasting by the children of those who wrote
them.

On seeing bias in mythologies, like say some
typical myth about "Evil monster" – it likely
reflects just an opinion of their authors, i.e.,
the archetypal syllogicians (Neo-NTs), the
relatively communicative but logic-blind V*
peripherals (who were behind nearly all
myths, except those about “evil vampires”!),
and not the "consensus of all humans" back
then.
In other words, myths, rather than just
being encoded truth, also have, secondarily,
a propaganda element in them, so they must
be gleaned, that is, mythologies must be
parsed with humanity's division into two
antagonistic factions in mind. If we begin at
the bigger picture, if we have an idea of that
era’s general story, it’s easy to mine myths
for truth. Also, absurd though they appear,
Myths are readable to those who know the
“codes”. Universal solutions of allusions i.e.
codes (kennings) used by the V* – are listed
next.

If “Golden, for example (golden) apples or
cow or Deer or "weaver girl" is said, the
L*/V* core nobility is meant. Thus it is said
that Horus (Ares), son of Hera, is a "golden
calf". Also see the “blood of gold” in Gods of
Egypt.
It may also refer to core genes (the dragon
bloodline, also called the "holy grail").
“Silver” similarly means types of partly core
origins.
If eating or drinking is mentioned in the
myths, “Engaging in sex" is meant. By the
way, this decryption was provided by Prof.
Witzel, whose mention of this opened up, to
the present author, this hidden aspect of
mythology.
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“Eating” might mean “raping”, “marrying”
etc. So much so that the classically besought
damsel in distress, Ma'at, has "meat" and
"mead" (items to eat or drink), named after
her.
And where live these "food and drinks"? Sea
or water or river or well implies the
civilizations (of the L* types/fallen angels).
"River spirits" implies L* types trying to
make agrarian logical orders. Thus if “Sea”
means Logical Order, “Ship” means V*
instruments that help navigate the rough
waters.

That is why this “sea” is so dependent on
politics; quoting Tolkien: “After the War of
Wrath Belegaer [a “sea”] was widened by
the drowning of a large part of Middleearth, and parts of Aman;” or: “Before the
ruin of Beleriand at the end of the First Age,
the sea was narrow and ice-filled in the
north, forming the strait of Helcaraxë, the
Grinding Ice. It was thus possible to cross
from Aman to Middle-earth on foot, though
with difficulty, as did Fingolfin and his
people when fleeing Valinor.” In this context
we should understand Indian myth’s
“Lanka” – or Tolkien’s Tol Eressëa, the
“Lonely Isle” close [ideologically] to the
shore of Aman; these all signify V*
safehouses in the sea. This interpretation
explains such cryptic data: Legolas: “The
Sea! Alas! I have not yet beheld it. But deep
in the hearts of all my kindred lies the sealonging. Alas! No peace shall I have again
under beech or under elm." Ah, 2 species of
trees – trees?

“Forest” in mythology, means a structured
society, logically inspired but sometimes
not so perfect; in any case, it is controlled by
the positioning of “ents” in higher levels.
“A regimental, V*-like culture following
some ideology” is meant by forest. It could
be good, but sometimes it implies “a culture
where ideology is dictated by the V*”, which
hence may do evil things, like attack the
good. In that case, these social units are
expansive; here partial thinkers conned by
half-truths or partial accounts of reality are
found.

It can either be a politically correct
orientation for barely disguised tribal herd
warfare, or merely a defensive structure.
That's why of ents, in Tolkien, it is said that
“Once, the ents were evil” (pro-L*)... The
"Tree" is a basic collectivist unit led by the
ent aka "shepherd of the forest". The
ancient Corded Ware Culture of Europe may
be a perfect example of an Ent-governed
“forest”. Our interpretation alone explains
why, as Tolkien says: "Forests play an
enormous role throughout Tolkien’s
invented history, and are inevitably an
important episode on the heroic quests of
his characters... The forest device is used as
a mysterious transition from one part of the
story to another."
And, for example, as Odin says, "The Ash is
greatest of all trees: its limbs spread out
over the world and stand above heaven." So,
the mystery is solved. Thus the Yggdrasil, or
“World Tree” – showcasing the V* attempt
for World unity under them. The Sea resists:
“The Midgard-serpent is the personification,
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in gigantic animal form, of the ocean, as it
was supposed to "threateningly encircle the
earth”.
Deriving originally from the territorial
instinct, the Earth or Land or, more
cheekily, “Island” – is a reference to the
ubiquitous political power of the peripheral
V*.
While Island (“lanka”) is held to mean “land
in Sea”, land itself, or mud, signifies V*-held
territory.
For example, “when found, Gobekli Tepe
appeared to be deliberately buried in sand,
for reasons unknown.” This was clearly a V*
undertaking.
The old meaning of Earth was Gaia/Ki, the
nature goddess of Earth; aka Urda, who
tried for V*-L* peace but was overruled by
the V* peripheral elites.
“Flood” means a typically pro-L* “wave
from the Sea”. All these are eternal
decryptions, even seen in the recent movie
2012.
We’ve heard of the Midgard-serpent, the
“personification of the ocean as it
threateningly encircles the earth." The
ancient realms of the L* were connected to
each other by the oceans. Thus to the V*,
these L*, or proto-L*, were as if generally
related to the sea. Thus "the sea's hurtful
character was personified in the Seagoddess Ran, literally meaning “Robbery,”
though she was rather demoniac than
divine," as Arnott says, describing the
trends of the propaganda of those times.

(Nehebkau)

So we’ve heard of the Midgard-serpent, or
more generally Serpent aka Dragon in myth.
It means the l* (fallen angels). As Arnott
says, "The older Alfar [elves] are mentioned
on a runic stone at Lagno, that depicts one
holding two serpents", thus is linked to the
L*.
Thus it is said: "The stories of Balder and
Hotherus, of Fafnir’s heart eaten by Sigurd,
or others, show that the serpent was an
animal which gave health, strength, and
wisdom." The L* used to have a belief. Their
Gnostic Ophites (snake cult) said that, as the
snake slides through a rough world, its skin
becomes flawed; similarly men pick up
flaws, given the artificial world’s
corruptions; one should not begin seeing
such flaws as “inherent aspects” of his
personality. Gnosis is to accept the presence
of imperfections in character, to identify
and purge these; to be reborn as a “new
person”, analogized to how a snake is
remade, once it sheds skin, more beautiful
than it was.
Metaphors were universal in the past. Thus
“sun” referred to “Solar deity”. Moon
referred to lunar deity (i.e. of Lake Baikal of
Siberia). Now, when NASA says, “Went to
the moon”, you now know where they really
went.
Bear refers to the powerful tribes of central
Afroeurasia (Turan), derived from the
famous house of Beor. The idea of bull vs.
bear, in stock markets, has thus originated.

Rock or stone denotes an underground
netherworld; "tied to the rock", a typical
scene in myth, implies that someone is
bound to obey the logical laws of the “rock”.
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What "Fetching water from the rock", a line
ascribed to Moses, implies – becomes pretty
obvious.
Or for example, the meaning of "giant threw
a rock"…
Spring/summer implies that the V*
peripheral elites have access to “gold to
eat”.
Winter (as in, for example, the Norse idea of
“fimbulwinter”), implies no gold, no water.
Autumn is a barely tolerable situation.
Understand that most of these metaphors
are from the V* (peripheral elites), and are
used in myth as well as neo-mythology such
as cinema.
“Agriculture” – as in the “agriculture” by
Cain – implies also how the V* grew “plants”
in the “earth”. Some of these metaphors of
myths might seem arbitrary, but they are
not! As in “Morgoth, black enemy of the
world”, Black or darkness or night is an
adjective reflecting the typical V* peripheral
syllogician’s discomfort in civilization,
whose systems he did not understand, and
thus called it like “the night”, “chaotic”, etc.
Thus the opposite of Black or darkness or
night i.e. light (or white), as in “Metro: Last
Light”, classically implies something related
to the V*.
Light was worshipped by the V* maybe only
to make a signage of contrast from the L* of
the netherworld, who lived in the darkness.
In V* literature, darkness is a “negative
characterization”, as they saw not beauty,
but something to be feared, “strange and
potentially fatal,” in the night – it was but
the fear of the dark, as a ferrous damsel has
sung!
“Let there be light”
- Jah, V* core

“Light and Darkness, one cannot exist
without the other... There is the power of
balance".
- Luis Marques
To be frank "darkness" has its benefits. We
can connect darkness with the benevolent
darkness which helps one think and find the
truth; and light with the earnest fool’s
preemptive misconception regarding his
own wisdom; the light as that which
illuminates all that is seen to such an extent
that we fail to take into account the other
critical aspects of reality lying beyond what
is seen!
“Shadow”, in mythology (see "shadow
mountains" in Tolkien), implies a no-man’s
land, light (and dark) is in the vicinity, proof
is the shadow.
If there is black and white, denoting, in old
times if not today, the L* and V*
respectively, of course there is also grey, as
in “Grey havens”, which means Set/Satanlike true neutrals with one foot in either
camp (see, for example, “the Greys” of Star
Wolves 3).
In the codex of mythology, “Tower” implies
a Political Base, a significant body of
humans. See for example "Nimrod's tower,"
or "the two towers" decried in Tolkien’s
mythology. Similarly, “Mountain” implies a
Military Base. This is how we make sense of
how it is said, "such and such mountains
drowned in the flood during the war of
wrath," a literary device commonly seen in
Tolkien.
Horse/Dog is old code for Middle Earth’s
main powers (e.g.: those in the Mountains of
Caucasia).
Boar/pig means (L*) powers in Hades (the
netherworld); the friend of God Hades,
Persephone, for example, was often likened
to a pig.
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The Indic Fire God Agni is called “husband
of wives”; the fire demon was worshipped
to such an extent that some ancients
painted their bodies with red ochre before
burial.

The “meaning” begs for legitimacy, citing
the Aspergian’s reduced activity and more
thinking (reduced receptiveness and
greater generativity in the Aspergian-type
Autist).

How to explain this metaphor? Often, “the
V*’s” spies sent to the L*’s area were likened
to Fire, or called “Fire demons”, warlords
who could be true neutral, self-willed and
thus defect (becoming Balrogs), thus are
unpredictable as is fire, either useful or
destructive to the V*. And thus is explained
the fire demon.

Also, if a V* agent defects, the L* can be
accused of killing him, by use of such terms.

“Wind Giant”, or wind, or Sky, often meant
(the people of the) sky god, King of the
Himalayas. Later we saw the storm god, at
times meaning a V* agent, but not always.
So, “Typhon is also the father of hot
dangerous storm winds which issue forth
from the stormy pit of Tartarus” (another
name of Hades), as Hesiod says.
An
example of Hyperion’s realm, in Tolkien, we
see “the cold, wind-swept plain of Himlad”,
referring to the areas under the Himalayan
king.
“Singing” or singer, playing a harp, means
propaganda, as in ‘Hermes had a harp which
Apollo took’.
Life/death is similar to the light/darkness
idea. “Living person”, said the V* peripheral
elite syllogicians, implied themselves, while
the L*, as signified by their Aspergian
leaders, were “the dead people” (a synonym
is “undead”).
"In Egypt, the living were subordinate to the
dead".
- Stephen Gardiner
An example of the metaphor’s application
are the “dead men of Dunnharrow”
described by Tolkien. Why call the thinkers
“dead”?

“Star” implies V* agents "behind enemy
lines" (i.e., “sleeper” cells in the “Sky”, or L*
territory)…
How did the God names come to be? The
“king of France” office’s official might carry
the name Louis, so that the various kings are
Louis I, II, III etc., but at a later time
mythologist can just say “the God Louis”.
Thus as per the Euhemeric or Neo-Platonic
school, the meaning of any given mythic
"God" or "Hero" is: holder of a certain
politically important office – the official in
such office has utility to either of the 2
organized powers in earth, the L* or the V*.
Every position of power, everything that is
prized, is contested between the L* and the
V*.
Besides, 1 and 0 types (e.g.: Louis1 and
Louis0) are defined to take into account the
divide of affiliations of men into the L* and
the V*. An agent associated with the L*, is
suffixed one, and with the V*, zero – this
makes it easy to discuss the most important
social entities through history, whose
complexity may appear, without such tools,
overwhelming.
Avoidance of this nomenclatural system is
the cryptic mythologist's great unwarranted
license (hence the term “half-truth” is very
much at hand if we set out to decode mythic
secrets).
~~<∴>~~
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Foreword

orient) to Egypt (the west), whereby logical
policies could be adopted nearly uniformly,
in the east and the west, nearly across the
world.
Why was the pharaoh a priest king, not just
a king?
The goal of the pharaoh was to maintain the
Gods, keep friendship between blacks and
whites, to ensure that no “divide and rule”
occurred in the west. But there was also the
matter of Schesmu, aka “the executioner of
Osiris”.

All humans are not mentally similar. There
is a subtype of men who excel in divide and
rule, a skill natural to their type of brain.
Application of this ancient skill is needless,
and moreover, it is linked with depression
and dementia; with a bit of effort towards
building a natural dwelling system, our
divisive rulers can leave that skill behind,
and develop their logical skill, which normal
people use to lead healthy, happy, and
internally rich lives. But, until they get this
message, let's discuss their skill of divide
and rule. In terms of volume, maybe the
largest seeded 'divide' is among blacks and
whites, a gulf so greatly exploited by our
divisively "ruling" friends. And this is where
Egypt comes into the picture. Egypt, which
can be called a road into great Africa, has a
central role in the world order – to act
against such divide and rule destabilization,
maintain friendship between Africans and
Eurasians.
Best known among the constellations is the
7-starred Orion the hunter. In ancient
Egypt, this constellation referred to the God
Osiris (also, Tolkien’s ‘Ossiriand' had seven
rivers).
The syllogical Valar claimed Osiris was their
agent. Osiris was the agent of Isis aka Gaia
in the west, while Isis, the Earth Goddess,
was based in the Himalayas. Thus the same
authority existed from the Himalayas (the

Anyway, this book proves that the Early
Dynastic and Early Old Kingdom Egypt
equals the mysterious “Numenor, Kingdom
of Men” described by Tolkien, which, at its
peak, was huge, and is called the “Serpent of
Midgard”.
Tolkien discusses the rise and fall of
Numenor, which is the primary theme of
this book.
John Coleman says that the works credited
to Tolkien were really written by the
Committee of 300; Tolkien was credited
with the works. While this may not be true,
since Tolkien is mostly pro-V* whereas the
committee is pro-L* -- it is sure that
Tolkien’s corpus is not just one man’s work,
also sure is that Tolkien’s corpus it is not
fiction.
It is myth, which is an order of magnitude
more important than fiction, and maybe
even more powerful than most accounts of
history.
We show how the L* formed the kingdom of
“Numenor”, whereby they had exiled the V*,
who nevertheless bounced back and
avenged themselves, causing the collapse of
Numenor.
Studying Numenor was, according to
Tolkien, banned (by the V*); as he says:
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“After the downfall of Numenor, the study of
Numenor was banned in the Realms of
Exile”.
Why ban study even? Maybe partly because
Numenor, in hidsight, seemed the fairer
party to the V*! In any case, finally we
embark, in this book, on a study of ancient
Numenor.
Some people feel that Mespotamia was the
first organised society (4000 to 3100 BC
Uruk), and studying it is critical. However,
there was a change in the world order c.
3100 BC, and studying it is more important
to understanding the present world order.
Mespotamia was only the agrarian center of
Numenor; Egypt was its hotly contested
capital. In our study of Egypt, Mesopotamia
is covered.
The political importance of Egypt must be
understood – something well understood by
the ancient Kings of men, which is why the
centre of their empire, Numenor, came up at
Egypt.

An Egyptian myth from the most ancient of
times, says: Tefnut fled (from the V*) to
Nubia (Ethiopia), causing “drought”, i.e., lack
of “water”.
Africa’s geostrategic importance is great.
Holding Africa is needed for holding Europe
(due to routes into Spain and Middle Earth,
from where central Europe can be entered
at will).

There is a relationship between N.E. Africa,
particularly Egypt, and the Levant – it is just
like how Hoxha’s Albania was to Italy
during the Cold War, how Korea is to Japan.
That is to say, no love lost even across the
Sea! The Levant, given its netherworlds and
location at the confluence of many peoples,
is the place which must be held by a world
power, whether V* or L*, which makes this
area very important. This is why the
pharaoh is the key antagonist in the Hebrew
bibles.

The final authority of the world is Min, King
of Ethiopia (the only African country which
was never conquered by the Europeans),
often shown as black. To pay respect to him,
Christians say “Amen” after prayers; Thoth
even describes Hades as “Amenti”, (house
of) Min-theo). That explains the importance
of Morpheus as in the Matrix; his great ship
Nebuchadnezzar makes even the Jews seem
dwarves.
And legend says that the birth of Numenor
began when Min defected to the side of the
Set (Setan).
~~<∴>~~
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Prelude: Satan “Falls” (Defects)
In this chapter, a small prelude is provided,
whose proofs are well outside the scope of
this book… those are contained in another,
yet unreleased book, covering 4800 - 3100
BC.
As the Nephilim (i.e., Noldor)-dominated
“Age of Truth” (or the “First Age”, to Tolkien)
approached its end, one of the largest wars
ever was fought... known as War of Wrath in
Tolkien.
The world was duped, it believed that “the
leader of earth’s thinkers, Morgoth, is evil”,
and a good deal of “proofs” were supplied.
Though usually “Nephilim evil” resulted not
from the Noldor kings’ orders, but rather
from infiltration by the (V*) peripheral
elites. Institutions that once flew the banner
of Morgoth were co-opted, turned around to
hurt, thus building up a populist false anger
against Morgoth, causing the War of Wrath.
Morgoth, the leader of the world’s thinking
people e.g.: Feanoreans, was finally defeated
by lies.
The initially anti-L* War of Wrath army was
led by one Earandil, whose successor
faction was “Sutekh” of Egyptian mythology.
In Teutonic mythology, the equivalent of
“Sutekh” is the cognate “Svipdag”, called
“son of Earendil”. And it is well known that
the alternate name of Sutekh is Set or Setan.
This solves the etiology of the one known to
us as Satan, the famous biblical figure
whose partial “fall”, or defection to the side
of the L*, occurred soon after the “War of
Wrath”.
As I’ll show elsewhere, the War of Wrath is
linked to the biblical “deluge”. What was the
deluge?
Initially, it was “the duped people marching
against the L*” – namely, the War of Wrath.
However, myths make the deluge seem

more traumatic to the V*; for example, one
says:
“Over the world then broke the great waters,
Drowning and sinking, changing the Earth's
balance.” (Earth, in this case, implies pro-V*
social structures)
In Mesopotamian myth, similarly, we read:
“In one story the murder of the great
serpent Kur [Morgoth] causes a flooding of
the earthi.”
We find the deluge, or flood was proNephilim (pro-core L*/V*), unlike what
some bibles suggest!
The circumstances of “Satan’s fall” were
such:
When the V*-sent armies storming Middle
Earth found that the Nephilim (the seven
“sons of Feanor”, to Tolkien), were good
rather than “evil monsters” (“Ancalamon,
the greatest and most evil dragon Middle
Earth had ever seen” as Tolkien expounded
at this time) – the grand War of Wrath army
had second thoughts regarding their
mission, and refused to serve a pack of lies.
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Illustration for John Milton’s “Paradise
Lost“by Gustave Doré, 1866, shows “how
Satan “fell from heaven” (the American
continent; Satan1’s defection was not
accepted in the Americas; and eventually he
would come to lose the power he held in the
Himalayas).

his stand in the Himalayas, where lived
Gerda] with a host of Dragons, Balrogs and
Orcs.”

Satan defected. For this "evil fall", this
“treachery” against the V*, all mythologies
curse Satan, though this was the best thing
in his career.
Multi-disciplinary groundwork beyond the
scope of this book helps date this to ca. 3100
BC.
Some “academics” have concocted a
“theory” that hints at the truth: “Beginning
ca. 3200 BC, the earth's climate became
colder and drier than it had ever been since
the end of the last Ice age, resulting in the
worst drought [anti-V* campaign] in the
history of [meta-] Europe since the start of
agricultureii”.
“The Cucuteni-Trypillian culture relied
primarily on farming, which would have
collapsed under these climatic conditions in
a scenario similar to the Dust Bowl of the
American Midwest in the 1930s”. But the
Dust Bowl was the desertification of
America during the Great Depression; it was
unnatural.
Similarly, the Serbian Cucuteni-Trypillian
culture was a L* holding; it came under
attack in the War of wrath, but with the
defection of Satan, things became alright.
This defection is called the “Piora
oscillation” – the defection of the Houses of
Men to the side of the L*). Let us explore it in
detail.
Tolkien: “[At the turning point of the War of
Wrath], Morgoth's chief servant, Sauron, is
summoned to Valinor to receive judgement
by the Valar. However, he is unwilling to
face the Valar and flees to the east [makes

Svipdag and Freyja (Menlod), by J. Bauer
Svipdag/Set, “son” (successor faction) of
Earendil, was, as we’ll, see Frey, the former
V* chieftain.
The "first domino" which started the
collapse of the V*'s War of Wrath plan, by
provoking a major pro-L* “disturbance” in
the World Order – was the defection of
Nergal, deputy of Set who was campaigning
in Hades.
As always, this event, being an in-Hades
event, is not so conspicuous in history; but
in Mesopotamian myth it is the episode of
Nergal falling in love with, and defecting to,
Ereshkigal, who is named the Queen of the
underworld.
By research beyond the scope of this thesis
to expound, the following event has been
dated to during the War of wrath (its pivotal
stage).
The Marriage of Nergal and Ereshkigal:
Ea addressed Nergal.
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"My son, you shall go on the journey you
want to make… grasp a sword in your hand.

Namtar went and let in Nergal through the 7
gates

Go down to the forest of mesu trees.

He came in, straightened up, and addressed
her,

Cut down mesu trees, tiaru trees, and
juniper!

"Anu your father sent me to see you,

[“Ents” guarding the way to Ereshkigal’s
realm]

When she allowed him to catch a glimpse of
her body,

When Nergal heard this, he took an axe up
in his hand,

He resisted his heart's desire to do what
men and women do

Cut down mesu trees, tiaru trees, and
juniper [each referred to something, back
then],

[Violence]

He struck down Nedu, the doorman of the
first gate

Fell from the throne to the ground,

…
He struck down the seventh doorman [7
sons of Feanor], and did not let him grapple
with him.
Then Ea called and laid down instructions
for him, "From the moment they bring a
chair to you, do not sit upon it. When the
baker brings you bread, do not go to it;
don’t eat the bread. When she has been to
the bath and dressed herself in a fine robe,
allowing you to glimpse her body... You
must not do all that which men and women
do."
Nergal set to the dark house, the dwelling of
Erkalla's god,
To the house which those who enter cannot
leave,
They see no light, they dwell in darkness.
The gatekeeper Namtar addressed Nergal,
"I must take back a report about the god
standing at the door."
Namtar went and addressed his lady
Ereshkigal addressed Namtar,
"My dear Namtar, Go and bring the god into
my presence."

Ereshkigal cried aloud, grievously

Her tears flowed down her cheeks.
He entered her wide courtyard, and went up
to her and laughed.
He seized her by her hair, and pulled her
from the throne.
He seized her by her tresses and touched
her
Threw her to the ground, intending to cut
off her head
She said, "Don't kill me, friend! Let me tell
you something."
Nergal listened to her and relaxed his grip,
"You can be my husband, and I can be your
wife. I will let you seize kingship over the
wide Earth! I will put the tablet of wisdom
in your hand! You can be the master, I can
be the mistress."
Nergal listened to this speech of hers,
And seized and kissed her, and wiped away
her tears.”
In this way, the generals who held power,
defected, refused to obey instructions and
instead did “what men and women do”. Say
that is the wise way to use power, rather
than being bound in grave obedience to the
syllogicians!
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In Norse mythology this same defection to
Ereshkigal’s “dwarves”, during the deluge, is
given:
“Gilling's son, Suttungr [i.e. Satan]
threatened to drown the dwarves [thus it
was the time of the flood]. The dwarves
implored him [reflecting the negotiations
between Nergal and Ereshkigal] and offered
him the mead [Ereshkigal offering herself] in
compensation for the death of his father [a
reckless ancient adventurer put down by the
L*]. Suttungr agreed. When he came back
home, he stored the mead in a place called
Hnitbjörg where his daughter Gunnlöd
[neo-Ereshkigal] was in charge of guarding
it.”

Many formerly peripheral elite-oriented
warlords, swore loyalty to the L*, rather
than fall for the pressure of the dread
syllogician mobs which pressed for the total
elimination of the L*. These defections,
while not as big as the First Age defections,
were big.
It is these great defections that are called
the “flood”, ‘uprising of the waters’, by myth
writers.

1: Set aka Sutekh aka Setan (Satan).
2: For the most part, initially, Set was hated
by the V*. Set’s logical forms were attacked
(see #2D5, A), denounced as the Set Animal.
3: But only Set0 could save the V* where
they were weak, e.g.: eating the L* ants
hidden in Hades. This explains the “anteater
head”.

Louis Huard’s Suttung and the Dwarfs
On the surface, apparently, Nergal’s
decision was backed by a commander of the
War of Wrath “Attack Dog regiment”; thus
we see Vucedol culture, “wolf’s valley”, a
famous culture that begins exactly at this
point of time, ca. 3100 BC… a major pro-L*
defection seems to have occurred. Anubis is
called “firstborn of Set”, being the primary
warlord in “Loki Faction” in Middle Earth.

Set0 alone could kill Apep and ride the Boat
in areas such as the “river Styx”, and other
areas. All Gods, kings, and lords carrying the
Was Scepter (Set Staff), could swim the Styx.
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Thus the people firstly, by mistake, ended
the reign of Morgoth, Emperor of the world
(Afroeurasia + Americas), but thereafter,
elevated Setan of Afroeurasia to fill the post.
The difference between Tolkien’s First and
Second Ages was, thus, a critical detail –
there was a problem at the top of the world
order. It was Satan at the top, who could be
both Satan1 and Satan0. Up there there was
not one type of official, but two types of
officials – 2 opposing “brothers” who both
had the same banner of Set. We will return
to the most-important topic of duality of Set
later.
~~<∴>~~

The Chronology of Numenor
The great efforts of many Egyptologists
went into preparing the king lists current in
Egyptology: “Primary old lists of pharaohs
are the incomplete Palermo stone, Turin
Royal Canon, Manetho's Aegyptiaca (History
of Egypt), Abydos King List, Karnak Tablet,
South Saqqara Stone (discovered 1923,
includes dyn. 6), and Saqqara Tablet
(discovered 1861, includes dyn. 1-12).
Archibald Sayce gave comparative data on
several of these lists in his book The Ancient
Empires of the East (1884), in addition to
the lists found in Herodotus, Diodorus,
Eratosthenes, and even a list seen in "Arabic
writers”. Yet another list that does not
appear in Sayce is found in the Book of
Sothis that George Syncellus attributed to
Manetho.”
Regnal datings are "available", but often
unreliable, and, moreover, irrelevant to this
thesis. Its shortest possible outline is shown
below:

Name
of
King Name of King (in
(as in Egyptology)
Tolkien literature)
Narmer
Hor-Aha
Djer
Djet
Merneith
Den
Anedjib
Semerkhet
Qa'a
Hotepsekhemwy
Raneb
Nynetjer

Tar-Minyatur (Elros)
Vardamir Nolimon as
well as 'Tar-Amandil'
Tar-Elendil
Tar-Meneldur
Tar-Aldarion
Tar-Ancalime
Tar-Anárion
Tar-Surion
Tar-Telperien
Tar-Minastir
Tar-Ciryatan
Tar-Atanamir
Tar-Ancalimon
Tar-Telemmaitë
"Elder husband" of
queen Tar-Vanimeldë
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Seth-Peribsen
Sened
Khasekhemwy
Djoser
Sekhemkhet
Khaba
Qahedjet
Sneferu
Khufu
Djedefra (Radjedef)

Herucalmo
Tar-Alcarin
Pseudo-Tar-Alcarin
Tar-Calmacil
Ar-Adûnakhôr
Ar-Zimrathôn
Ar-Sakalthôr
Ar-Gimilzôr
Tar-Palantir
Ar-Pharazon

Timeline of Tolkien’s Second Age
“This is from the work of JRR Tolkien. All
entries are derived from Appendix B (2004,
1955), The Lord of the Rings. Boston/NY:
Houghton Mifflin. pp. 1082–1098... ISBN 0618-51765-0”
A simple, suggested nomenclature for
Tolkien years, as used by me, is as follows:
T1: First Age
T2: Years of the Sun in the First Age
T3: Second Age
The First Age, as well as Years of the Sun in
First Age, are beyond the scope of this book.
Second Age
The Second Age was 3441 years long
[Again, Tolkien's "years" are mock years,
not real years – we can only regard them
insofar as they at least provide a workable
sequence. Some tentative research on the
value of this "year" in covered in #1D9, Part
A].
The chronology begins at "Tolkien Year" 1,
which roughly corresponds to about 3100 BC:1: Foundation of Mithlond the Grey Havens
under Círdan, and Lindon as Noldorin Kingdom
under Gil-galad
32: Edain reach Númenor, Elros is crowned first
King of Númenor

c. 40: Many Dwarves abandon the ruined cities
of Belegost and Nogrod in the Ered Luin and join
Durin's folk in Moria
61 - Birth of Vardamir Nólimon, the eldest child
of Elros... Subsequently three more children are
born.
192 - Birth of Tar-Amandil
222 - Birth of Nolondil
350 - Birth of Tar-Elendil
361 - Birth of Eärendur
442 - Elros, also known as Tar-Minyatur, dies.
Vardamir Nólimon succeeds the throne but
abdicates immediately. Tar-Amandil becomes
third king of Númenor.
c. 500 - Sauron arises again in Middle-earth
521 - Silmariën is born in Númenor, line of lords
of Andúnië splits off the line of Kings
543 - Meneldur, brother of Silmariën, born
590 - Tar-Elendil becomes fourth king of
Númenor.
600 - First Númenórean ships sail to Middleearth.
700 - Anardil born
740 - Tar-Meneldur becomes fifth king of
Númenor.
750 - the Noldor found the realm of Eregion
near Moria
800 - Tar-Aldarion founds Vinyalondë on the
Enedwaith coast of Middle-earth for lumbering
and ship repair.
870 - Anardil weds Erendis.
873 - Ancalimë born
882 - Anardil and Erendis separate
883 - Tar-Aldarion becomes sixth king of
Númenor.
985 - Death of Erendis, apparently by drowning.
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c. 1000 - Sauron begins building Barad-dûr
1075 - Tar-Ancalimë becomes the first Queen
and seventh ruler of Númenor.
c. 1200 - Sauron seduces and deceives the
Noldor in Eregion, but Gil-galad mistrusts him
and refuses to work with him; the Númenóreans
begin building permanent havens in Middleearth at Lond Daer, Umbar, and other places
1280 - Tar-Anárion becomes seventh king of
Númenor.
c. 1350 - Celeborn and Galadriel together with
their daughter Celebrían emigrate from Eregion
to Lórien; Celebrimbor becomes lord of Eregion
1394 - Tar-Súrion becomes eighth king of
Númenor.
c. 1500 - the Noldor under Celebrimbor are
instructed by Sauron, beginning of the forging of
the Rings of Power
1566 - Tar-Telperiën becomes the second Queen
and tenth ruler of Númenor.

c. 1800 - Númenor begins establishing
permanent settlements in Middle-earth, Sauron
extends his power eastwards.
1869 - Tar-Ciryatan becomes twelfth king of
Númenor.
2029 - Tar-Atanamir the Great becomes
thirteenth king of Númenor but is hostile to the
Valar. The Elendili or "Faithful" still receive the
Elves in secret.
2221 - Tar-Ancalimon becomes fourteenth king
of Númenor.[13]
2251 - The Ringwraiths first appear.
2280 - Umbar is fortified by the Númenóreans
2350 - Pelargir is built by the Elendili
2386 - Tar-Telemmaitë becomes fifteenth king
of Númenor.
2526 - Tar-Vanimeldë becomes third Queen and
sixteenth ruler of Númenor.

c. 1590 - The Three Rings are completed in
Eregion.

2637 - Herucalmo seizes the throne and rule as
Tar-Anducal, but he is not counted in the list of
kings.

c. 1600 - Forging of the One Ring; Barad-dûr
completed; Celebrimbor begins fighting Sauron

2657 - Tar-Alcarin becomes seventeenth king of
Númenor.

1693 - War of the Elves and Sauron begins, the
Three Rings are hidden

2737 - Tar-Calmacil becomes eighteenth king of
Númenor.

1695 - Elrond sent to Eregion as lieutenant of
Gil-galad

2825 - Tar-Ardamin becomes nineteenth king of
Númenor.

1697 - Eregion destroyed, Elrond establishes the
refuge of Rivendell, Celebrimbor dies, the gates
of Moria are shut.

2899 - Ar-Adûnakhôr becomes twentieth king of
Númenor and the first to take his royal name in
Adûnaic, the language of Men, instead of Quenya,
the high language of the Elves

1699 - Rivendell and Lindon besieged, Sauron
overruns Eriador.

c. 2900 - Teaching of
prohibited in Númenor.

Elvish

languages

1700 - Minastir sends a great navy to Lindon;
Sauron defeated; Sauron's forces retreat from
Eriador and the coasts

2962 - Ar-Zimrathôn becomes twenty-first king
of Númenor.

1731 - Tar-Minastir becomes eleventh king of
Númenor.

3033 - Ar-Sakalthôr becomes twenty-second
king of Númenor.
3102 - Ar-Gimilzôr becomes twenty-third king
of Númenor.
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c. 3110 - Usage of Elvish languages and visit of
the Elves prohibited in Númenor.
3119 - Birth of Elendil
3177 - Tar-Palantir repents, resulting in a civil
war in Númenor
3209 - Birth of Isildur
3219 - Birth of Anárion
3243 - Death of Gimilkhâd, at 198 years old.
3255 - Ar-Pharazôn the Golden weds his first
cousin Míriel, the daughter of Tar-Palantir, and
seizes the throne of Númenor
3261 - Ar-Pharazôn sails to Middle-earth
landing at Umbar, and takes Sauron captive
3262 - Sauron is taken as prisoner to Númenor,
but begins corrupting the Númenóreans
c. 3265 - Sauron becomes Ar-Pharazôn's court
advisor.

The rest of the Second Age is beyond the
scope of this book. Note: Tolkien mythos is,
for purpose of comparative study of history,
“de-timized”. That is, Tolkien mythos TX
years by themselves are dismissed; only
sequence is considered – that itself gives a
somewhat useful, logically reliable relative
chronology. The Egypt king-lists also need
to be slightly de-timized given few errors in
Egyptology.

~~<∴>~~

Meta-Serbia and Meta-England
Now finally, we start with the Tolkien
chronology of the Second Age. Of the setting
up of camps right at the beginning, Tolkien
chronology, in the Second Age’s first “year”,
says:
T3 (Second Age), year “1:- Foundation of
Mithlond the Grey Havens under Círdan,
and Lindon as the Noldorin Kingdom under
Gil-galad.”
Let us first explore “Lindon, the Noldorin
Kingdom”. The Lindon regime, that is, MetaEngland, was, according to Tolkien, set up
by Gil-Galad, the leader of the duped Noldor
in the War of Wrath; and the post-flood
Lindon was for now TN/anti-V*, apparently
at least.
Other continental kingdoms of the Noldor
(Nephilim), the great pre-“deluge” powers,
were destroyed in the War of Wrath; as
Tolkien says: “In the aftermath of the War of
Wrath, many Elves of Gil-galad's following
depart to Valinor; end of the Noldorin
realms in Middle-earth”. But the pro-V* GilGalad0 remained in Lindon, apparently in a
minority presence, but it would soon be
reinforced.
Long before this point (ca. 3100 BC), a
Noldor stronghold was already present in
England.
The L*-oriented English Nephilim used such
defensive measures: “In approximately
3500 BC, a Cursus was built near the future
Stonehenge, as the first farmers began to
develop the area. The Cursus was first
constructed between 3630 and 3375 BC.
Cursus comes from the Latin for
‘racecourse’. The curcus is just under 3 km
long and is roughly 100m wide. Its function
is unclear”.
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As we’ll see, 2500 was when the Nephilim
(re-)arose to power; that is why human
sacrifice (misrepresented as “cremation of
the dead”, Caesar describes it as “Wickerman
sacrifice”) stopped ca. 2500 BC. That was
when the real Stonehenge was built with aid
of “giants”!

"The length of the cursus, running roughly
east west, crosses a dry river valley known
as Stonehenge Bottom". Although the
curcus is believed to be ceremonial, it truly
seems to be a course upon which horsemen
stormed.
Secondly, Tolkien mentions the Grey havens
(grey i.e. half-black, half-white i.e.
infiltrated); a study of archaeology from this
time shows Mithlond is likely a reference to
the Vucedol culture, whose developed form
is noticed by archaeologists from c. 3000 BC
onwards.
It is said:

The rise of Gil-Galad: “Ca. 3100 BC, a ditchguarded enclosure Stonehenge I was built at
the site”.
However, c. 3000 BC, a wooden Stonehenge
II emerged, built, judging by the sacrificial
element, evidently by the Gil-Galad0, or V*affiliated powers: “The dating of remains
found on the site indicate that deposits
contain human bone from as early as 3000
BC, when the ditch and bank were first dug.
Such deposits continued at the Stonehenge
site for another 500 yearsiii”. And even now,
we see: “The site is a place of religious
significance and pilgrimage in NeoDruidry”.

“Following the Baden culture [Pre-War of
Wrath (Morgothian) culture], another wave
of Indo-European people came to the banks
of the Danube [War of Wrath]. One of the
major places they occupied is present-day
Vučedol ("Wolf's Valley"), named after
Vučedol, a location 6 km downstream from
the center of the town of Vukovar, Croatia.”
We may speculate that a big netherworld
existed here, but it’s easier to speculate that
this area’s importance stems from how it is
a “Korea of Italy” (how Korea is the Korea of
Japan). “Wolf’s valley” – so this is where the
wolf/jackal-headed Egyptian Gods, such as
the famous Anubis, were headquartered in
those days.
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In myths, Anubis is named the firstborn son
of Set.
“The site of Vučedol had once been home to
about 3000 inhabitants, making it one of the
largest and most important centers of its
time” … “There was a massive exploitation
of copper.” This is why it is said of Anubis
son of Set that he had the most power in the
beginning.

The Himalayas
The chieftain of all V* War of Wrath forces,
Earendil, former captain of the Ship of fools,
now was reborn as “Svipdag the son of
Earendil”. He is none but Greek mythology’s
Jason, called the leader of the Argonauts
before the Argos broke i.e. War of Wrath
misfired.

Vucedol’s link to Jason appears proven in
how the culture was present in Slovenia, a
nation whose myths name Jason as its
founder. Jason0 returned later (see Veantur
in #1D, 3 for example – when the Argos was
“repaired”).

~~<∴>~~
Frey chooses Gerda over the magic sword
The defection was settled at the Himalayas;
see the Nordic story regarding the escape of
Frey to the beautiful Gerda (cognate to
Garuda the Eagle of Indian myth, it is easily
proven that Gerda was the ‘Jotunn’ of the
Himalayas).
Svipdag became anti-V*...
The V*’s War of Wrath report declares that
“now, Morgoth is trapped in the Void”. The
“void” is meta-Jottunheim, where Gerda’s
ancient Morgothian giants lived; their
freedom was, in the War of Wrath,
challenged. A general siege around the
Himalayas, the Lakshman Rekha, began to
manifest. Here arose the brotherhood of the
“giant”, or “ork” (eastern giant dark elf)
besieged in Jottunheim, and “goblin”
(western dark elf), who sought to dismantle
the Lakshman Rekha, a long, though easilybroken, easily repaired siege line encircling
the Himalayas – Jottunheim, where a war of
genocide against the ‘kshatriyas’ was waged
by the V*.
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The V*’s chief warlord at this sector had
originally been named Kubera, a character
in Indian mythology, a name that survived
even later (e.g.: Gabbar Singh). First we
establish Kubera’s location in the Himalayas
theatre.
The first proof is that “Kubera” is cognate to
the Khyber Pass: “The Khyber Pass connects
Afghanistan and Pakistan, cutting through
the northeastern part of the Spin Ghar
Mountains… an integral part of the ancient
Silk Road, it’s one of the oldest passes in the
world”.

ball, emerge from it fully formed. So Khepri
also represented creation and rebirth [i.e. a
perpetual cycle of emergence of a new V*
Sun, after the old Solar Deity had defected
to the L*’ side]”. The lack of help received by
the Himalayan TN faction was a typical
error.
Scriptures say that Kubera “once ruled
Lanka, but was overthrown by his demon
stepbrother Ravana, and later settled in
Alaka, in the Himalayas”. “Rulership of
Lanka”, implies control of all India, so it’s a
huge thing, which Kubera0 tried to seize
after having prematurely declared victory in
the War of Wrath. But Kubera was
immediately deposed by the defector Set or
Ravana1.
In art Kubera is sometimes depicted riding a
man:

Kubera is the famous Khepri of Egyptian
mythology, whose totem is a dung beetle.
On Khepri:
“Khepri [Kubera] was connected with the
scarab beetle (kheprer), because the scarab
rolls balls of dung across the ground; this,
the Egyptians saw as symbolic of the forces
that move the sun across the sky. Khepri
was thus a solar deity. Young dung beetles,
having been laid as eggs within the dung

So Nergal’s revolt did not find acceptance
among all V* agents. Thus it was only now,
with the siege lines drawn around the
Himalayas – that, a slavery of the mountain
giants began – such is the end of Morgoth, to
Tolkien. Kubera was also called “Muyuraja”,
aka "King of animals resembling men” (the
V* peripheral elites, strong in this area, are
so characterized). At this point, a diversion
to study the V* peripheral elites, is well
justified.
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The V* (or indeed allied L*) peripheral elite
syllogicians were exemplified by the knights
Templar, as related by Thomas Keightley:
“Henry III of England, in general such a
dutiful son of the holy father, summoned
courage in 1252 to speak of checking the
Templar: “you Templars have so many
liberties and charters, that your enormous
possessions make you rave with pride and
haughtiness. What was imprudently given,
must be therefore prudently revoked; and
what was inconsiderately bestowed must be
considerately recalled...I will break this and
other charters which my predecessors and
myself have rashly granted”. But the Prior of
the Templars immediately replied, "What
sayest thou, O king? Far be it that thy mouth
should utter so disagreeable and silly a
word. So long as thou dost exercise justice
thou wilt reign; but if thou infringe it, thou
wilt cease to be a king”! The V* peripherals
opposed even the agent of the V* core, the
King.
In Venice we saw the Doge (checking whom
seems to have become the sacred duty of a
family which ended up genetically afflicted
by a deadly disease known as Fatal Familial
Insomnia), who was so weak as to be unable
to ensure that objective logic will prevail
(the duty of a king); the "doge was the
senior-most elected official of Venice” (his
equivalent in medieval Europe, powerless
hearer of peoples’ complaints, was the duke.
The etiology of Doge – “Dog”/duke, reminds
one of how, allegedly, Sargon of Akkad
caught Lugal Zage Zi of Sumer and dragged
him to Enlil temple on a dog collar, or how
Tolkien says, of Morgoth after the War of
Wrath, “his crown was made into a collar,
and he was chained once again with
Angainor”. In another myth, “Daksha was
decapitated, his head replaced by a ram’s
head” – it was the Second Age rise of
“Ram”0 as a Doge of the V* peripherals (the
“animals who resemble men”), finding it
difficult to escape. The doge’s weakness is

seen in how Dandolo, the doge during the
Venetian sack of Constantinople, was blind!
“A few were forcibly removed from office”.
The leader appointed by the V* core was in
a hard spot, caught by rituals prescribed by
the peripheral elites, such as ritual murder
of leader, as seen in the early kings, as we’ll
see.
The V* (i.e., peripheral elites) had drawn a
Laxman Rekha (a siege around the
Himalayas) – but, according to Indian myth,
Sita pretty much escaped from this severe
encirclement, when she “offered food” to
Ravana. This is precisely the escape of
Satan; the top power in the Himalayas, now
powerful, later known as the increasingly
persecuted Minotaur, would ignore this
siege.
The escape of Frey, the escape of Sita, was
seen as a huge offense, it can be gauged by
understanding the cultural significance of
how Sita breached the Rekha – “the fall of
Satan”.
At this early time ca. 3100 BC, Kubera0 was
weak; Sauron was mighty in the Himalayas.
Watch out for the episode of the Minotaur;
that is about how Sauron tried to beckon
support from the “goblins” and men of the
west.
~~<∴>~~
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Aman and the rest of Europe
Also, the V* forces were entrenched in
Aman. Aman, to Tolkien, means the
Americas, as opposed to Afroeurasia, which
is “Arda”. The idea of Satan falling from
heaven (Denali) implies precisely the nonacceptance, in the Americas, of Satan’s
revolt.

The CWC is marked by a deep intellectual
austerity (which is so characteristic of the
V*) – the whole Corded Ware regime has
merely one type of design for pottery –
much unlike the inventive old European
cultures, such as the Ertebolle and Vinca
cultures.

The V* had bases in Arda as well. In the
north, the Globular Amphora Culture was
initially a V* empire allied to the other V*
factions; so much so that the practice of
burning females alive, i.e., Sati, was
practiced both in India (a key V* base) and
the GAC.

The Battle Axe culture is so-called due to
this culture’s typical grave offering, a stone
battle axe.
Many lies shroud this culture’s history:

Now we study the Corded Ware Culture aka
CWC, the successor of the GAC. The “caste
system” was also seen in CWC; it is with all
this in mind that the syllogicians’ version of
“Proto-Indo-European” has been imagined.
“The Corded Ware culture (ca. 2900–
2450/2350 cal. BCE)iv, alternatively the
Battle Axe culture or Single Grave culture, is
an enormous European archaeological
horizon that begins in the late Neolithic
(Stone Age), flourishes through the Copper
Age and culminates in the early Bronze
Age“.
The CWC “encompasses most of continental
northern Europe from the Rhine River on
the west, to the Volga River in the east,
including most of Germany, Denmark,
Poland, the Baltic States, Belarus, the Czech
Republic, Slovakia, northern Ukraine, and
western Russia”.

“There have been many different views
concerning the origin of the Corded Ware
culture”.
Now that the far-ancient Baden, Vinca, and
Ertebolle cultures had been removed in
prior battles, the V* autocracy stretched
across Europe; the term “west” began to be
used by the V* to refer also to CWC, not just
Aman.
“On most of the immense expanse it
covered, the culture was clearly intrusive,
and therefore represents one of the most
impressive and revolutionary cultural
changes attested by archeology”. Could
Interventionism impress, be revolutionary?
One can expect the analytic scholar to say
that. Archaeologists provide evidence of
CWC’s technical austerity: “The Corded
Ware group lacked the new refinements of
the Beaker culture, which overlapped with
the western extremity of this culture, west
of the Elbe”.
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N. J. Sullivan: “During the Corded Ware
culture, funeral rites were extremely
important. Men were buried on their right
side, heads pointed west and surrounded by
weapons. Women were buried on their left
side surrounded by the tools of their
domestic duties”. Thus, sexism also ailed the
CWC.

Middle Earth and Hades

“There
are
very
few
discovered
settlements, which led to the traditional
view of this culture as exclusively nomadic”.
Some tend to glorify the CWC: “In the 19th
century the Corded Ware culture was
favoured by some authors as the Urheimat
(original homeland), a theory discarded by
modern science in favour of the Kurgan
hypothesis”.

Even then, the putting down of the V* had
not succeeded everywhere in Middle Earth.
In the netherworld a V* base of command
survived: Nergal0. Now was born a decisive
Faction of V* agents which could pretend as
Nergal1.

The Kurgans of ancient civilization – Maria
Gimbutas provides a somewhat incomplete
view of Kurgans. What were these Kurgans?
The quasi-L* used to maintain mounds
(Kurgans aka tells), centers of civilization
where various technologies were kept on
display for the common sharing among all
thinkers.
“The degree, to which cultural change
represents immigration, is controversial”. It
might reflect an ancient Aylan Kurdi-like
tendency of the world’s V* gathering in
CWC-occupied Europe – as per their
tendency to confuse “elves”, who they
sought for marriage, with white humans…
who, as their reports said, were plentiful in
Europe?
~~<∴>~~

Yet Nergal1 et al. resisted the indomitable
V*. The real “flood” was most felt when the
thinkers of the world (“water”) swarmed
Middle Earth to resurrect the Nephelim –
the people and defecting Earendil (“Elros”),
overthrew the V* agents posted in Middle
Earth.

Due to war of wrath-era “sailors” defecting,
there were two branches of Earendil – a
detail from Tolkien that is much older than
3100 BC (beginning of the Second Age), in
fact it is dated to First Age (T1), 532 –
“Elrond and Elros are born to Eärendil and
Elwing”.
And in the bibles, this is: “Rebekah gave
birth to twin boys, Esau [Elros] and Jacob
[Elrond]. Isaac [back then a pro-L* type]
favored Esau, and Rebekah [meaning a proV* type] favored Jacob”. This is not to be
confused with the far older Cain and Abel
myth.
Tolkien myth says: “Maedhros and Maglor
[the Feanorean Noldor] had seen, in a cave
[that is, Hades], Elros “playing in a waterfall
at the entrance,” and his brother, Elrond,
“hiding in the back of the cave”. In other
words, wherever Elros/Esau [Set1] could
reach, working for the L*, his doppleganger
and “twin” Elrond/Jacob followed on behalf
of the V*, pretending to be of the Elros
faction, secretly informing and opening the
gates.
The bible says: “Esau [Elros] was born first,
and Jacob [Elrond] came out holding on to
Esau's leg”.
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To the looks of it, “Set” is pro-L*; but inside
hides Elrond (the pro-V* Set0). Set0 is the
sole V* agent with access to L* areas, whom
the V* could use; as seen in the famous
image where Set rides the prow of Ra’s boat,
warding off the “evil serpent Apep”, i.e., L*
“sentinels”.

The City of “Ootah” appears to be the “Zion”
of the Matrix, and here lived Set0 and Set1,
the latter more respected in Hades, and the
former more respected outside of Hades,
called “Satan”0 in mythology. Of him, it is
said:
In the Book of Job, Satan [“Satan”0] is a
member of “the divine council”, that is, "the
sons of God who are subservient to God [the
V* God is meant]. “Satan”0, “in this capacity,
is translated as "the prosecutor", and is
charged by God to tempt humans [L* agents
or logicians], and to report back to God all
who go against His decrees”. Thus dwelt the
mole!
So, Job “feared God and turned away from
evil” (Job 1:1), and has thus been rewarded
by God. God informs “Satan”0 about Job's
blamelessness. Job was a mercenary,
engaging in anything – not just for profit,
but also because, if he denied serving the V*,
Satan0 was at hand to trouble him, as bible
readers might recall… Here, we also find the
etymology of the capitalist “job" – “you do
the job and protest not against thy capitalist
employer”.

Near the mouth of Hell is “Set’s base in
Hades,” which according to ADOM is found
in the third or so level as one descends into
Hades (look for the artefact named “Si”). It
is mentioned in Marvel: “Farther from the
core of the Negative Zone [unrelated to the
quasi-L* government of Hades], other
cultures thrived. One culture [the culture of
Set] had gone so far as to develop an
artificial brain for it; the City, Ootah [that is
notably cognate to Utah, the city in America],
even began to develop a sense of selfpreservation; it [in those old days, when Set
tended to be openly pro-L*] drove the [V*]
inhabitants out of its boundaries, building
up greater defenses to prevent them from
returning”.

“Between Job 1:9–10 and 2:4–5, “Satan”0
points out that “God has given Job
everything that a man could want, so of
course Job would be loyal to God; if all Job
has been given were to be taken away from
him, his faith would collapse”. God hence
grants “Satan”0 “the chance to test Job. Thus
“Satan”0 is “under God's control and cannot
act without God's permission”. (Though, in
truth, Satan was unlike Job, being freer from
the control of the V* periphery, that is why
this alliance has despised Satan as well, in
the past).
Commenting on the “Book of Job”, some
expressed sympathy that Satan’s job was to
"break the barrel but not spill wine [wine =
L*]”.
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In Kabbalistic literature, “Satan [0] is seen
as an agent of God whose job is to tempt one
into sin, and then turn around and accuse
the sinner”... Similarly, in the Book of
Ephesians 2:2 Satan (0) is called “the spirit
that now worketh in the children of
disobedience", a label obviously targeted at
the L*.
To be sure, Set would often be logical; thus,
as Velde says in Seth, God of Confusion: a
Study of His Role in Egyptian Mythology and
Religion:

As much as there is appreciation for the
scholarly Set1, there is a tradition of
pseudo-scholarly or semi-scholarly abuse
against Set, which can and has been, for
obvious reasons, directed against Set0 and
Set1 too.

Wrath, the official Set was pro-L*; as we’ll
see, the Set0 phenomenon only slowly
entrenched itself, as the Set1 agencies lost
power.
In the Hall of Truth, Anubis weighed the
heart of a man against, as a reference, the
pure heart of Ma'at, goddess of objective
logic, who was depicted symbolically as an
ostrich feather. But Elrondians looking like
Elrosians were also present in the vicinity.
The peripheral elites’ base, Zion, remained
in Hades.
To the V*-P-financed Elrond, Ma’at1 was
easy prey, especially if Anubis0 et al. were
pulled in. If caught, obviously, she would be
forced to do something absurd but suited
more to the “intellect” of the syllogician to
appreciate, such as dancing; or often, even
killed.

As Velde continues:

Plutarch said:

“Turning back” shows the activity of Set in
the sense of “turn the army back from its
planned objective” as seen in the calling-off
of the invasion of Dunkirk, early in WW 2
or, later in WW 2, calling off of the invasion
of Moscow.

No Faction has been exploited or used as
much as Satan aka “Merovingian”, used as a
means to ends, as a fulcrum crushed
between the two conflicting forces of megapolitics. Nevertheless, just after the War of

The poor dark elven sorceress “taken in
close combat” – because of the risks in such
attempted takings – became the demoness
Tawaret, to the BK syllogicians – who, due
to their limited intellect oft knew no fear; a
localized "taken sorceress, whose beauty
none but we (who can’t appreciate it) must
know; but she tries to flee, and is evil, so
oppress her and misrepresent her as a
demon!"
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stars lined down her back” – the 7 sons of
Feanor, the L* agents following the logical
contract, namely the Oath of Feanor.
Taweret/Ammit had no cult temples of their
own, and it is obvious that such depictions
were meant as pejoratives against surviving
dark elves.

Ma’at, aka “Ammit”, was "slandered" as a
female demon – a part leopard (has N’Jaga
the leopard friends in Africa), hippo, and
crocodile, the three deadliest "man-eating"
animals.
Ammit was not worshipped, but, like Apep,
slandered.
“Ammit lived near the scales of justice in
Duat [Hades]. In the Hall of Truth, Anubis
weighed the heart of a person, with Ammit
nearby, watching all. If the heart was judged
impure [psychopath etc.], Ammit would
devour him”.
This was why the V* peripheral elites, the
BK syllogicians, were afraid of Ma’at or
Ammit.
The “hippo goddess” Tuat aka Taweret
(which is cognate to Duat, which denotes
Hades) is the Egyptian Goddess of birth,
portrayed as the wife [lover] of Apep.
Taweret is “sometimes shown with seven

It is notable that Tawaret is the goddess of
childbirth. In Epic of Gilgamesh, Enkidu
(Enki), who is described as fearing his
upcoming death, curses Shamhat: “As for
you, woman, with a great curse I curse you!
My curse shall come on you soon and
sudden. You shall be without a roof for your
commerce, for you shall do your business in
places fouled by the vomit of the drunkard.
Your hire will be potter's earth, you will sit
at the cross-roads [bearing the metaphoric
cross] in the dust of the potter's quarter
[anti-worker mentality of the V*-P elites],
you will make your bed on the dunghill at
night, and by day take your stand behind
walls. Brambles and thorns will tear your
feet, the drunkard will strike you till your
mouth aches.’
Tawaret’s "pendulous breasts and full belly"
conveys the idea of perpetual abuse of Ma’at
(the fallen Medusa) post 3100 BC; no
wonder Set had mercy on her enough to
oppose Osiris, who granted the drunkards
(BK syllogicians) free access to besieged
Hades. In American myth, Coatlicue (Kali) is
the patron of women who die in childbirth;
and let us combine this statement with
Tolkien’s: "the elves are known for having
difficulty during childbirth;" in bibles, the
V*-P’s LORD curses Eve, dooming her to a
painful sexual intercourse and childbirth.
Even in Indian mythology, V* texts ridicule
these female leaders: “Once, Kansa sent an
ogress named Putana to poison baby
Krishna with her breast milk. She
approached him and suckled him. Instead of
her poisoning him, he sucked the life out of
her, revealing her true form.” Similarly,
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“Nephthys was one of the “nursing
mothers" of Horus, exploitated, meant only
for milk.
This is also seen in Greek myth, where it is
said, "in anger, Hera tore off Heracles from
her breast, and a streak of milk splashed up
in the sky, forming the stars of the Milky
Way."
Of course, she was mostly given no such
chance to display her anger at being
exploited; such was Persephone’s nemesis.
Was it wrong for her to use lethal force to
avoid it?
This idea is again seen in America, where, of
Coatlicue, "The Mother of Gods," and "the
one with the skirt of serpents," aka
Cihuacoatl "the lady of the serpent," again,
her “breasts are depicted as hanging flaccid
from nursing.”
The idea of indiscriminate exploitation to
the extent of painful physical deformation
may be seen again in how Zilpah, the
”servant” of Jacob’s (Elrond’s) wife, has a
name which apparently means “drooping.”
Hephaestos protected Hera, however – he
made, according to the Greeks, an “iron
throne”, in which Hera was “trapped” as
Queen of the Gods, maintaining logic in the
Gods.

~~<∴>~~

Chapter A: The Diluvian events
We have already studied the diluvian (ca.
3100 BC) situations in the extremities of
Afroeurasia, but it is at central Afroeurasia
(Middle Earth) that we must next turn our
attention, to find the details of most
significance.

The Unification of Egypt
(Note: Lower Egypt is northern Egypt;
counter-intuitive maybe? It is so as per the
Nile flow direction, which goes from south
to north).
The Archaic or Early Dynastic Period of
Egypt follows immediately after the
unification of Upper and Lower Egypt c.
3100 BC.
The thesis – proven several dozens of times
in this book, so as to be beyond all doubt –
is that the “mannish kingdom of Numenor”
spoken of by Tolkien, was nothing but an
Empire whose capital was in Egypt… an
Empire known as Numenor – we study its
history.
It is said (in Tolkien) that the study of
Númenor's history was suppressed because
it was seen as a vain pursuit, "breeding only
useless regret"; "only one story from the
former home of the Dúnedain remained
generally known: the cautionary tale of the
pride of Ar-Pharazôn and his "impious
armada" (corresponds to the last half of the
Akallabêth”).
"To prevent useless regret" is a misleading
idea.
The real reason why Numenor’s history was
suppressed – was to “prove” the Neo-NTs’
delusion about how classical NTs and NeoNTs alone could live in peace together, to
“prove” that there is no room for "those evil,
evil Aspergians"; to hide the existence of the
Kih-Oskh brotherhood (the union of Aspies
and classical NTs) – as Numenor, where this
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brotherhood was formed, showed how the
world’s natives (who are often classical
NTs), if not confused by misleading ideas,
reject the V* peripheral elite’s CWC-style of
culture, which can be called “confusionist
interventionism”. Numenor shows how the
natives and senatorial logician elites could
coexist.
Modern consensus dates the start of the
first dynasty to between c. 3100 - 3050 BC.

the unification of Egypt is part of a broader
rise of the Kingdom of Numenor, we we’ll
further prove, which included Crete. But not
just Crete; it was a widely-accepted Empire,
like the Roman Empire. “Numenor” can be
defined as an Elrosian realm – of which, one
of the capitals, was Egypt.
The rising “new men” (the Minyansv) of
Numenor, known as "Dunedain" in Tolkien
(as opposed to the First Age's men, who were
called Edain), will prove allied more to
Elros/Esau (L*)... though pro-V* figures like
Elrond were also present, and a V* element
in Numenor would cause problems till the
end.
The unification of Egypt is mythologically
attested:
Caroline Seawright narrates:

The unification of Upper and Lower Egypt
was, as the Egyptologists say, achieved by a
leader called Menes aka Narmer. Menes,
regarded as the First King of Egypt in the
Old Kingdom, was the legendary king to
whom Manetho attributes the unification of
Egypt.
Clearly Menes defected to the EreshkigalNergal faction – he was the King of Upper
Egypt (wearer of the white crown), who
defected to Hades (Lower Egypt’s ruler was
associated with the Red crown; red is the
color of the banner of Hades. It follows that
the King of Lower Egypt was a deputy of
Nergal).
A critical cognate of Menes is Minos, who is
called King of Crete in Greek – thus Menes
became not just the King of Unified Egypt;

“Ptah [Feanorean] stopped a fight [war of
wrath] between Horus and Set: He judged
between Heru and Set; he ended their
quarrel. He made Set the king of Upper
Egypt, up to the place in which he was born,
which is Su. And Geb made Horus King of
Lower Egypt in the land of Lower Egypt, up
to the place in which his father was
drowned [drowned? Osiris had defected]
which is "Division-of-the-Two-Lands”. Thus
Horus stood over one region, Set stood over
another; they made peace over the 2 Lands
at Ayan”.
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As seen in the film Gods of Egypt, Horus, by
definition, is tied to [Bek, a representation
of] the BK syllogicians. So there was peace
between Horus and Set – peace between the
L* led by Set, and the V* core (who only
reclaimed Horus from the V* peripheral
elites).

#1D, 1: NARMER DEFECTS
Next we explain this key event in Tolkien
chronology:
T3, 32: “Elros is crowned first King of
Númenor”.

One of the greatest to suffer a tough fate in
the hands of the Bek-type syllogicians (who
can also be called the “villaino”-compatible
Minions) – was the one called Horus, as that
great, albeit overly pro-Bek film showed.
Horus is not necessarily Egyptian; he could
be from various places – especially, in later
manifestations, from Kievan Russ (Russia)
etc. Etymologically, also note the great H (as
in Himmler (H+Miller), Hitler (H+T+LR), or
Hathor), details regarding Mr. H are given in
“Roots”.
~~<∴>~~

“Most Egyptologists identify Narmer with
Menesvi”.
Narmer is identified with Menes because of
his association with the hieroglyph for
"mn"vii“.
Hor-Narmer ("Fierce catfish of Horus") aka
Narmer was an ancient Egyptian pharaoh of
the Early Dynastic Period (c. 3100 BC), the
first of Egypt’s kings in the dynastic era that
now began.
Horus and Set are now at peace, meaning
that the V* core had defected to the L* core,
leaving the peripheral BK syllogicians in the
lurch.
The attack on the V* remnants in Africa is
related in Ovid, Metamorphoses 5. 178 ff:
"When Perseus was battling the Aithiopian
Prince Phineus [cognate to “penis”, a symbol
typically associated with Min – so this was
Min0 who refused to obey Min1] and his
thousand men, he saw that valour could not
vie with weight of numbers; 'You,
yourselves', he cried, ‘If any friend is
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present, turn away your face!’ Thus the
cores gave their foes a chance to stop and be
accepted into civilization, which some
refused.
“And Perseus held up the Gorgon's
[Medusa’s] head. ‘Find someone else to fear
your miracles!’ said Thescelus, aiming his
lance; and in that pose he stayed, a marble
statue. Next Ampyx lunged his sword at
Perseus' great and valiant heart, and as he
lunged his hand, rigid, moved neither back
nor forth.”
This idea of turning into stone shows the
general trend of V* elites shifting allegiance
unto the “stone” powers, that is, Hades aka
Nergal1…
Ovid continues, describing “Nileus”, the
syllogicians in Egypt who considered
themselves “superior” to the Africans: “But
Nileus cried ‘See the source of my proud
lineage! You'll fell by my hand.’ His voice
was cut off in mid speech, his parted lips
seemed to frame words, but never a word
could pass.”
Thus many V*, who were observably racists,
were arrested; a significant achievement
that was!
The last remaining V* elites, who used to
maintain the African unit of the V*, turned
to flee:
“To name the rank and file who fought and
died would take too long; two hundred still
survived, two hundred saw that head and
turned to stone. Now, what is Phineus to
do? He sees statues in many poses. In
disbelief he touched those nearest him:
marble they were! He turned away, his
hands held in defeat, his arms outstretched
sideways for mercy… ‘You have won,’ he
said, ‘Put down your Medusa's head,
whoever she is, that makes men marble! Put
it down, I beg!’ He dared not look at Perseus
as he spoke; and Perseus answered ‘Fear

not! No steel shall work you woe. Oh no! My
gift shall be an everlasting monument.’ As
he speaks he thrusts Medusa’s head in
Phineus' wincing face. Even then he tries to
turn away, but his neck is stiff, and his eyes
stony. There with frightened pleading face,
in cringing pose the marble statue stands.”
Thus the last great War of Wrath syllogician
contingent was destroyed, and Memphis,
Upper Egypt, arose as the light of Africa,
which became, in the years that followed,
the most pro-logic culture of the world
(which is why the V* peripherals’ idea of
“curse on Ham”, often interpreted as antiAfricanism).
The famous Narmer Palette shows Narmer
displaying the insignia of both Upper and
Lower Egypt, giving rise to the theory that it
was he who unified the 2 kingdoms c. 3100
BCviii.
Now we saw the combined crown of Egypt –
the pschent. Both Upper Egypt and Lower
Egypt became, officially at least, one state.
Maybe Menes was a World King, Narmer his
agent in Egypt (It is only with the later
Kings that the World King equalled the King
of Egypt).
“Narmer’s queen was Neithhotep ("Neith is
satisfied"), a princess of northern Egypt”.
Etymologically, Neith seems to be the
contemporary form of Nut, the (L*) goddess
of the Sea.
A statue of a “baboon divinity” with the
name Narmer inscribed on its base is on
display at the Ägyptisches Museum Berlin. It
shows how the baboon mask-decked Bogat,
the King of Africa, was behind Narmer’s
rise.
Note Minos’ pro-serpent ideology; that is,
the pro-fallen angel (Satan1 et al.) ideology:
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the logical ideology, the “keepers of Ma’at” –
the rise of Menes1 also signifies the rise of
Numenor.
The 2 sides of the Narmer palette:

Minos, drawing by Gustave Doré
Insight into this era’s circumstances can be
gained from a neo-mythological work called
The Cats of Ulthar, a story written by H. P.
Lovecraft:
“A town called Ulthar [Numenor, more
generally] is home to an old couple [V*] who
delight in trapping and violently killing cats
[that is, Lycans]”… “The people of the town
were too afraid of the couple to speak
against these acts, so they instead focussed
their efforts on keeping their felines from
approaching the cotter's house. One day the
tiny, black kitten of an orphan named Menes
traveling with a
passing caravan
disappears”.
Menes is, we assume, Minos. Here we see
the abduction of the “black kittens” i.e.
“dark elven” people under the protection of
Minos.
“After being unable to find his kitten, Menes
hears of the couple's violence towards cats,
and invokes a prayer that affects the shapes
and movements of the clouds in the sky and
causes the local cats to swarm the catkillers' house and devour them [the flood].
When the people explore their abandoned
house, they discovered nothing more than
two skeletons that have been picked clean.
Upon witnessing that, the local politicians
pass a law forbidding the killing of cats”.
This was the first “Sky”-sanctioned arrival
of the Numenorean powers as upholders of

Clearly visible is the bull goring a man (V*),
and the bull depicts the Minotaur, the King
of Numenor.
Apart from Minotaur, instrumental in the
rise of a logical Min seems to be King
Scorpion:
“The Scorpion macehead (also known as the
Major Scorpion macehead) is a decorated
ancient Egyptian macehead found by British
archeologists James E. Quibell and
Frederick W. Green in what they called the
main deposit in the temple of Horus at
Hierakonpolis during the dig season of 1897
- 1898.”
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The prayer of Menes… toggled the clouds in
the Sky?

“It is attributed to the pharaoh Scorpion due
to the glyph of a scorpion engraved close to
the image of a kingix. The Scorpion
Macehead depicts this king, a single large
figure wearing the White Crown of Upper
Egypt. He holds a hoe – which has been
interpreted as the pharaoh ceremonially
cutting the first furrow in the fields [it
means, in fact, uprooting V* “plants” from
Egypt].”
It also appears that V* agents (“Eagles of
Manwe” [i.e., Kubera0]) were threatened.
“The name "Scorpion" is derived from the
image of a scorpion appearing immediately
in front of his face that may represent the
scorpion goddess Serket, just below a
flower with 7 petals.” Scorpion King may
depict Maedhros, a “son of Feanor” located
possibly in the Caucasus, the Kura-Araxes
area, as seen later. Maedhros is leader of the
seven Feanoreans which is reflected in the 7
petals.
Also the Noldor power’s association with
white, which explains the white crown of
Upper Egypt – the command over Africa
was held by the Noldor (little surprise).
Tolkien’s idea of how Maedhros “stole oe of
the Silmarils after the War of Wrath” –
evidently describes these activities of King
Scorpion!

The Sky Father – may refer to the powers
from Siberia to the Himalayas, as
ascertained by research beyond the scope of
this work to show – aka Hyperion, the Jade
Emperor in Chinese mythology – the King of
the Himalayas – which is why, for example,
the Pamir Knot, which is not very far from
Khyber Pass, is known as roof of the world.
What this means is that Kubera0 only later
was powerful. Initially, Set (a form of Ra the
Sky Father), fought for Menes (that was
Sita’s defining satanic transgression). This is
why the “old couple” could be so confidently
ousted.
Now, for a while, Menes, Nergal, Gerda et al.
used their influence with Frey to bring
about the rise of Frey1, causing a temporary
episode of “Minotaur”. What we’ll see in
Tolkien years T3, 0 – 500, agrees with this
view.
Tolkien: “In year 32 of the Second Age Elros
became the first King of Númenor, taking
the name Tar-Minyatur, meaning High Firstruler.”
5 bull-headed Minotaurs, of which one was
the leader, can be seen in the film Gods of
Egypt. And Numenor also had five parts to
it.
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1: Zeus (Shiva) shown as a bull in Greek
mythology. The bull stands with Europa; it is
the old form of the modern term “IndoEuropean”. 2: Mesopotamian rendering of
Bull of heaven, ally of Inanna (Nun, who, in
India is described as a poor “cow, Nandi”). 3:
Apis bull, the main concept of Numenorean
Egypt. 4: Minotaur (V* “McCarthyism”). 5:
Shiva seen as Pasupati, Indus valley civilization
Tar-Minyatur is cognate to Minotaur, who
will be more famous soon. At this time, the
intention to stabilize the World Order – and
resurrect the old order (resurrect Inanna’s
“Bull of Heaven”) – has been announced by
Elros aka Set (Elrond, his brother, traces to
Osiris/Horus); that is why his name is TarMinyatur.

Biskup’s ADOM, about Minotaur City: "As
you advance into the ruins, you catch sight of
some strange huge figure... With fluid
motions it disappears into the ruins”! About
the “monster” named Minotaur, a good
example of syllogician propaganda: “A large,
muscular humanoid body topped with the
head of a bull. Fortunately for you, they also
seem to have intellect of the bull, tactically –
they see something that irritates them and
they rush to remove the irritant. Dried blood
on horns and hooves shows that goring and
stomping things are popular among these
brutes.”
“The region of Kish was occupied beginning
in the Jemdet Nasr period (ca. 3100 BC),
becoming one of the pre-eminent powers in
the region during the early dynastic period.”

“A king of Kish in the Sumerian king list,
Etana, is noted as “the shepherd, who
ascended to heaven and consolidated all the
foreign countries.” High first-ruler of the
world; ascended to heaven? The mystery of
heaven…
Although his reign has yet to be attested
archaeologically, his name is found in later
legendary tablets, and Etana is sometimes
regarded as the first king and founder of
Kish himself.” Etana is none but Odin, or
Elros, who is consolidating “the Houses of
Men”.

The Minotaurean ideology reached even to
the Caucasus, the Maykop Culture/KuraAraxes Culture, present in Transcaucasia
(Chechnya, Dagestan etc.) from 3600 BC to
2200 BC.
“The Maykop culture is believed to be one of
the first to use the wheel”. “In 2010, nearly
200 Bronze Age sites were reported
stretching over 60 miles between the Kuban
and Nalchik rivers, at an altitude of between
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4,620 feet and 7,920 feet. They were all
"visibly constructed according to the same
architectural plan, with an oval courtyard in
the center, and connected by roadsx." “The
construction of artificial terrace complexes
in the mountains is evidence of nonnomadic living, high population density, and
high levels of agricultural and technical
skills. The terraces were built around the
fourth millennium BC [by Feanoreans], and
all subsequent cultures used them. The
longevity of the terraces (more than 5000
years) allows us to consider their builders
unsurpassed engineers”. Even in Maikop, as
in Egypt, the Minotaurean ideology is seen:

We summarize the proofs of equivalence of
Narmer and Tar-Minyatur, by bringing up
data from Egyptology (E) and Tolkien (T), in
turns:
1.

Political Consolidation

E: Narmer consolidates Upper and Lower
Egypt
T: Tar-Minyatur is known as founder of
Numenor, the successor kingdom to those
destroyed in the War of Wrath, specifically
the Kingdoms of the so-called “Houses of
Men”
2.

Stress on mortal nature

E: Manetho explicitly mentions that the
Kings of Dynastic Egypt were "mortals", and
not Gods (hence implying scope for
criticism).
T: "Elros Tar-Minyatur chose to become a
mortal man, and was later crowned the first
High King of Númenor” (implying scope for
criticism).
3.

Further exploring the Narmer-era Scorpion
macehead: “On the macehead, the king,
wearing the white crown of Upper Egypt,
sporting a bull's tail is standing by a body of
water, holding a hoe. A number of men are
busy along the banks of the canal [fortifying
it]”.

Minotaur and Apis bull equivalence

E: Apis bull became a fundamental religious
concept in Egypt and beyond (c. 3000 BC
bull statue found in Jemdet Nasr, Narmer
shown with a bull's tail in macehead reliefs
etc.)
T: The king's name, Minyatur, is cognate
with Minotaur, a bull-headed fellow, as we
know.

Remember Bek from Gods of Egypt?

Why was Minyatur God?

“In the rear of the king's retinue are some
plants, a group of women clapping their
hands and a small group of people, all of
them facing away from the king [shows the
rulers’ knowing of how Bek-type syllogicians
(the V* peripheral elites) have an anti-king
bent].”

What exactly did Minos bring to the table?
He created Numenor by unifying Egypt.
According to Greek mythology, “the Minyans
[the Numenoreans] were an ancient race of
heroes at Orchomenos [note the etymology –
“Orc-Minos”, meaning that the famous city
of Uruk, in Babylon, was also in the borders
of Numenor], Iolcos, and other places. Their
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ancestral hero, Minyas [Minos, who is Elros,
since Tolkien calls Elros “Tar-Minyatur”
(Dior Minya Dior)], is said to have migrated
from Thessaly [Theo-Sol, i.e. Ra], and have
established the powerful race of the Minyans
in Boeotia, with the capital of Orchomenos.
As most of the Argonauts were descended
from the Minyans, they are themselves called
Minyae”.

We continue the Tolkien chronology, which
mentions:

The Argonauts were the descendants of the
Earendilian “sailors” of the 3100 BC War of
Wrath fame. “Argonauts” = Elrosian L* and
Elrondian V* types; it is mostly the
Elrondians who are praised, in the verbal
traditions.

2. Manwendil

Uruk, cognate to Ark, was the postdiluvian
“Noah’s Ark”?
Tolkien says something like “the Valar gave
Elros and Elrond a choice of identifying with
the elves or identifying with the men, and
Elrond chose to identify with the elves, and
Elros identified with men (which means
merely Satan’s rejection of the V* peripheral
“High elves”, siding with the L* “dark elves”
and logic).

In a sense, Minos was indeed the actual
leader of the classical NTs apart from crisis
leader of the “overly logical” dark elves,
who by nature had a problem with the elite
linear thinker “high elves” (Bek, Kim Peek et
al).

T3, 61 – “Birth of Vardamir Nólimon [a
L*/anti-Bek agent], eldest child of Elros.
Subsequently three more children are
born”. The four children of Tar-Minyatur
are listed as:
1. Vardamir

3. “Tindómiel was the second child, and
only daughter, of Elros Tar-Minyatur.
Her name means ‘Morning Star’."
Morning Star is usually a name for Satan
in mythology which confirms many of our
views.
4. Atanalcar, the youngest, means "Man of
Glory".
Just how the seven sons of Feanor were
born of old and became perpetual kings,
now were added 5 more perpetual kings to
the world order – Minyatur and his 4 “son”
factions. Note the eldest two sons of Elros,
namely, Vardamir and Manwendil, who
tried to uphold Elros’s Minotaurean policy.
In Tolkien, the character Manwe is clearly
defined as Himalayan (Manwe’s office is in
the “tallest mountain in Arda”). According
to Tolkien, Manwe’s consort is Varda, who’s
pinned down to the Russian regions (evokes
USSR’s God-forsaken war in Afghanistan),
because the name clearly breaks down to
Avar-dis, cognate to who Tolkien calls the
“Avari elves” of Russia (see also Eurasian
Avars, from the annals of Russian history).
Thus Siberia and the Himalayas were the
two borders of the Sky Father’s realm.
Unsurprisingly, bang in the middle, in
Mongolia, the main faith even today is
tengri shamanism, whose main God is SkyFather.
~~<∴>~~
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Second King of the First Dynasty
# 1D, 2: HOR-AHA
The next king of Numenor after Minyatur
(Narmer), is Vardamir; in Egyptology, King
Hor-Aha.
Proofs of equivalence:
1.
King without a kingdom (King, but
not in key areas of Minyaturian Numenor,
like Set’s bases – and thus, in Gods of Egypt,
Set is even shown as attacking the Minotaur,
once)
E: Hor-Aha not known outside Egypt
T: Vardamir Nolimon is slandered in
Tolkien as a "merely titular" (unheeded)
king"
2.

King obsessed with logic

E: Several mentions of Neith (i.e. Nut the
Goddess of the Sea, Goddess of logic) in HorAha’s reign
T: Vardamir was "an exceptional scholar"
“Some Egyptologists hold that Menes is the
same person as Hor-Ahaxi“, inferred from
how Hor-Aha's hieroglyph name could be
read mn.
If the L* had their way, every King would
have been named Menes (1), but the V*
interrupted the sequence by withholding
certain vital information, regarding perhaps
the “Stairway to heaven”, from Vardamir
onwards.
“Inscriptions on ivory tablet from Abydos
suggest that Hor-Aha led an expedition
against the Nubians (or rather, syllogicians
in Nubia).
In Numenor, the L*/V* cores were rising in
strength. A logical Empire was arising, but
slowly.

"Contrary to his predecessor Narmer, HorAha is not yet attested outside of the Nile
Valley. This may point to a gradual
replacement of long-distance trade between
Egypt and its eastern neighbors by a more
direct exploitation of the local resources by
the Egyptians”.
This mostly indicates that Hor-Aha was not
popular beyond Egypt; the V* elites had
begun "realizing the evil nature of Elros
(Esau) ".
At the same time, trade of engineering raw
materials with other L* realms, was seen:
“Hor-Aha's tomb yielded vessel fragments
from the Southern Levant”. Even the timber
for Aha’s tomb structures were imported
from Palestine. In Egypt itself, logic had a
victory under Hor-Aha: “The finely executed
copper-axes
heads,
faience
vessel
xii
fragments , ivory box and inscribed white
marbles all testify to the flourishing of
craftsmanship during Aha's time in
powerxiii". Hor-Aha is pro-Neith, as his
mother was Neithhotep, meaning “Neith is
satisfied”:
“Hor-Aha's visit to a shrine of the goddess
Neith is recorded on many tablets from his
reign. The sanctuary of Neith he visited was
located in the north-east of the Nile Delta at
Saisxiv”.
“Vessel inscriptions, labels and sealings
from the graves of Hor-Aha and Neithhotep
suggest that his mother died during his
reign. He arranged for her burial in a
magnificent mastaba excavated by Jacques
de Morgan”.
If we seek the basic heart of this rise of prologic mentality – all clues point to Memphis.
“The oldest mastaba at the North Saqqar
necropolis [“city of the dead”, or, city of the
Aspergians] of Memphis dates to Hor Aha’s
reign”.
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“The mastaba belongs to an elite member of
the administrationxv. This is a strong
indication of the growing importance of
Memphis during Aha's reign”. Who was this
elite member of the administration? The
mystery of his identity will be solved. And in
Greek mythology we find: “Epaphus is
regarded in the myths as the founder of
Memphis, Egypt…Epaphus, also called Apis,
was the son of Zeus [Minos] and Io, and king
of Egypt”.
It is very interesting, as Epaphus is perfectly
cognate to Apophis, another name of Apep –
who denotes the anti-Bek L*/V* core
parties.
Rohl misidentifies Epaphus with the 1550
BC pharaoh Apophis. However, since
Memphis was founded as a L* stronghold
several years before the (equally amazing)
Hyksos pharaoh Apophis, the true identity
of Epaphus is actually the one whom the
pharaoh was named after… that is, Apophis
– the Second Age version of the “logical
serpent” Apep, which is strongly related to
Numenor.

“The first known representation of the
sacred Henu-barque of the god Sokar was
found engraved on a year tablet dating from
Aha's reignxvi” – this, then, was the elite
Memphite official: the God Sokar; Jummy
Dunn of Touregypt: “Sokar was an ancient
falcon god in the environs of Memphis,
originally associated with craftsmanship. He
came to be a god of the necropolis of that
area and rose, in time, to considerable
importance as a chthonic [i.e., netherworld]
deity”.

Epaphus is also known as Apis; and the
“Apis bull” clearly represents the Minotaur...
Epaphus was a Minotaurean hero related to
the Sky Father… and clearly it corresponds
to the idea that Minos toggled the clouds in
the Sky, to check the V*-P by “killing the old
couple”.
Epaphus is the elite official buried in
Memphis, and is behind the era’s craftsman
activity in Memphis, the soul of the rising
Egypt, representing the cores’ resolve that
the Africans must not be used by the
syllogicians, thus focusing development in
Africa.
“With his wife, Memphis (or according to
others, Cassiopeia), Epaphus had a daughter
Libya”.

“The Pyramid Texts frequently mention
Sokar in an afterlife [i.e. “place of the dead”
i.e. logician residents] context where the
deceased king is said to be raised into "henu
barque“.”
An important picture if we can interpret the
goat head:
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Dunn: “Sokar is "lord of the mysterious
region", also referring to the netherworld.
Another is the "great god with his two
wings opened, which emphasizes his
unrestricted movement and power in the
afterlife”.
Sokar is the best illuminated by the Sakaar
of Marvel, he is the western agent of the
King of the Himalayas given how, in Marvel
“Sakaar is the violent planet in which Hulk
lives”.
Of course Kubera0 would also at times have
control of Sokar – which is possibly why, at
that time, the elite Memphite official was
called Ptah-Sokar-Osiris rather than merely
“Sokar”.
It is important to see that Sakaar implies the
7 Feanorean Kings plus the 5 Minotaurean
Kings, heading together a united pro-core
effort, as seen in the 12 oars of Sokar’s
sacred boat (the Ark) – and this is what
creates the idea of ‘12 tribes of Israel’ and
so on.
Dunn: “Sokar is one of the harder Egyptian
gods to understand. He is often equated
with Osiris. Even his name is shrouded in
controversy. One theory is that his name is
derived from and based on the term skr
"cleaning of the mouth" found in Coffin Text
Spell dynastic papyrii”. “Cleaning of the
mouth” ritually expected the pharaohs to be
truthful.
That Sokar is a craftsman evokes, rightly,
the main character Sauron, described as
“master craftsman of the House of Aule” by
Tolkien.
“According to Manetho, Hor-Aha was
carried away by a hippopotamus, the
embodiment of Seth”. Was this “Seth”, Set1,
or Set0, is the question? Must have been
Set1!
~~<∴>~~

THE LEGEND OF THE MINOTAUR
Tolkien chronology continues:
T3, 442: “Elros, also known as Tar-Minyatur,
dies… Vardamir Nólimon succeeds the
throne but abdicates immediately. TarAmandil becomes third king of Númenor”.
“Dies” is a specific allusion (e.g.: “Feanor
dies”) meaning that Elros0 is no more
available to the V*, i.e., Elros1 only now
exists.
Elros’s “death” was the second stage in the
evolution of the Minotaur (the first stage
was his adoption of the name Minyatur in
T3, 32).
When Elros became anti-V*, two parties
emerged:
Vardamir; and Amandil, who was pro-V*-P,
and about whom is said: T3, 442: “Vardamir
Nólimon succeeds the throne but abdicates
immediately. Tar-Amandil becomes third
king of Númenor”.
Vardamir/Hor-Aha was recognized in the
Himalayas (the name Hor-Aha/Hor-Huh
hints a connection to the Himalayas, whose
king is Huh aka Jah), though not a King in
critical Numenorean realms in Middle Earth
which were controlled by the (undermined)
Set.
Vardamir had support from the Himalayas:
“the third child, and second son, of Elros
Tar-Minyatur, was Manwendil”, meaning
“Devoted to Manwe” – of him, who is clearly
pro-Manwe (of the Himalayas), it is said by
Tolkien: “Though he left descendants,
nothing of their lives was recorded”, which
means that he was core, and thus was
unloved by the V* peripheral elite mythsingers.
Thus in the Second Age, what happened was
that the elite syllogicians drifted away from
logic – so much so that Manwe, who was so
much needed by even the V* -P elites of the
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First Age, was, in this age, dismissed as “that
old-school pro-Elrosian Manwe; to hell with
him”!
The fact that all these great Valar powers
have suddenly ceased to be mentioned –
shows, firstly, that a second darkening of
Valinor – as in the times of Feanor but not
nearly as intense – has occurred in the time
of Numenor; that most nobles were proElros.
However, the V* peripheral elites, who have
besieged the heavens themselves, exercised
significant influence over the Gods such as
Horus, and even Set, and even, God forbid,
Ra himself (turning him against Apep),
which explains why Manetho said that the
dynastic era Gods were demigods, with only
half their blood as gold, not the old type of
Gods. This is why Set strived to be free and
bring Apep down to “drink the Nile”: uproot
Bek from Egypt – but that was impossible,
Bek cheats!
But the Minotaur (who also bleeds golden
blood in Gods of Egypt) was not befooled by
Bek!
The “mischief” of Minos is confirmed in a
Greek myth retelling by Kaloust Paragamian
and Antonis Vasilakis: “The three sons of
Europa and Zeus initially seemed satisfied
to co-govern, but Minos, who wanted the
reign to be his exclusively, banished his
brothers: Radamanthis was sent to Viotia
and Sarpidon to Asia Minor. Minos became
the monarch who believed the gods would
give him everything and anything he
wished”.
Although Radamanthis and
Sarpidon may have been at times chained
by the V*-P elites, pro-Elros equivalents also
existed:

Set’s link with the five, the 4 + 1 Guardians
of the 4 directions (#2D, 1, A) et al., is the
key detail (see also about “Phantom”, the
modern version of the five, in El Dragon
Ciego); see also the images of Sikhs, or the
flag of Iran, linked to this most ancient
office.

It is evident that the most important is Set,
who is frequently called “Ruler of
Foreigners”, “foreign” to the perspective of
the V*-P.
About Minotaur Emperor, ADOM decries:
“The ultimate in the bovine form, this
powerful beast was once a king who won
his position through subtlety and strength,
defeating the former emperor to become
the heart of the maze. Truly the master of
horn and hoof, he is faster, trickier, and
more dangerous than any other bovine on
Ancardia. It is said that this beast's powers
are linked to the maze, each feeding the
other, granting the emperor a lifespan and
abilities far beyond the others of his race”…
“He is always guarded by four Minotaur
mages”.
The Himalayan power of Elros is seen in the
continuation of that myth by Paragamian et
al.:
“The gods loved Minos [Set1] because his
father, Zeus, honored him above all. They
presented him with a wife, Pasiphae,
daughter of Helios, and Persida, sister of
Circe, the sorceress, Kalypso, and Aete, aunt
of Mideia, the grand sorceress” (core types
all).
These four “wives” of Minos, the initially
strong defected Elros/Set1, corresponds to
the 4 (+1).
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Numenor is about precisely the power of
the 5 Kings, who were the real Pandavas of
Indian myth. Of interest are the five parts in
a mock “map of Numenor” by meta-Tolkien:

This caused fear in the V*-P, who believed
that this would lead to a deadly, “chaotic”
stability.
Of course, then, the Minotaur was abused by
them, as seen in the continuation of this
abuse as even now shown by the bull fights
of Spain.
The Ushi-Oni (Ox demon), is a creature of
Japanese myth. Though now associated with
evil, initially, Oni was seen as benevolent.
There exists, even today, a remnant of that
tradition: “The most famous ushi-oni
appears as a protective symbol in the
Uwajima Ushi-oni Festival, which is held in
late July in Uwajima of Ehime Prefecture.
The ushi-oni is represented by a carved,
painted head upon a pole. It has a sword for
a tail, and is thought to drive away evil”.
Also anti-Oni propaganda: “Another wellknown ushi-oni is a massive, brutal seamonster which lives off the coast of
Shimane Prefecture and other places in
Western Japan and attacks fishermen [V*P]”.

As of now, shall we summarize by saying
that, before the V* knew what struck them,
Elros had defected, and Minotaur had
arisen, as Tolkien and various mythologies
concur.

In Greek myths, we see how Pasiphae is
abused:

Pasiphae (whose beauty Frey confirms in
Padriac Colum's chapters on the beautiful
"Gerda”) is accused of bestiality, as all
would be lost if Ra were to fall to Set1, as
the V*-P feared:
“When Pasiphae, Minos's immortal wife,
saw the bull, she fell in love and coupled
with him”.
“From this union the monster called
Minotaur was born, a humanoid being with
a bull's head”. Thus, a Numenorean regime
stretching from Crete to the orient –
nominally arose; with Vardamir and
Manwendil upholding the legacy of Elros.

Elros1 was immediately resisted:
“Minos [Elrond0] promptly jailed the
monster Minotaur, born from Pasiphae and
the bull’s union – in the Labyrinth, an
enormous construction in Knossos”. The
palace of Knossos, Crete, was huge, having
thousands of rooms … and it is clear that the
labyrinth means the palace of Knossos, as
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others have already theorized: the place
where the Elros (Minotaur) vs. Elrond
(“Minos”) battle played out. The V* was
trying to endoge the ruler of Knossos, the
Minotaur1, who laid many traps to floor
them.

Thus the Minotaur in particular depicts the
oft-consummated,
oft-non-consummated
ruler of Numenor in its ideal, farthest extent
– from the Himalayas to Middle Earth. The
consummation is interesting, because that is
what Nimrod and Numenor achieved in the
Bronze Age!
First of all, let us see why Vardamir was
opposed. Why did the V* disobey Elros,
when all he did was trying a future where
Neo-NTs, NTs, and Aspies, will all have a
place?
We must answer, in that case, what is the
mob that is the V*-P? It stands for the most
distilled and raw form of the not-so-ancient
Neo-NT principle of socially collaborating
nihilists. Even if one leader like Elros/Minos
finds wisdom and announces a faction
capable of leading mankind into utopia, the
envy of the V*-P mob merely gets greater.
The peripheral elites’ mob feels: the “only
possible, pragmatic ideality” is a “free for
all” characterized by the absence of social
contracts (general agreements between all
people).

In contrast, the V* prefers a tradition of
many subjective contracts, which it feels is
true freedom. Being blind to the goodness of
objective logic, they confound the two
traditions, feel that a centralized imposition
of objective logical contracts is “hegemony”,
but the imposition of the subjective logic, by
the V*-P elites, is “innocent and goodhearted”.
They exist at “the vortex,” where several
mobs of syllogicians stand face to face,
briefly checked in their “normal”
malpractices only by the might of the
“frenemies” they face in such meetings,
which they hold to discuss either getting
hold of the leader of the individualist
defence, or eliminating “deviant Doges”
originally on their side who had tried to
quell the might of their dread mob. This is
how the V*-P club works, and, certainly, it is
not a fair way of life. Due to lack of practice,
they have less axonal ability to entertain
NLT-area-type complex thoughts, resulting
in a delusion that “the Minotaur” is just a
“betrayer”.
Flip back to the crucial chapter Chronology
of Numenor, and look at the history of the
chief early Elrosian Vardamir Nólimon, or
Hor-Aha.
Vardamir’s surname Nólimon means "Man
of Knowledge" (from nólë "lore, knowledge"
and –mon, a “men” suffix)”… To call the root
Nol, ‘knowledge’, is misleading; nol is more
related to the “apple of knowledge” or the
Noldor,proving the biblical view that some
Noldor/Nephilim lived after the flood; these
Nephilim's nobility was, we see, equal to
that of the Feanorean noldor of antediluvian
times.
Vardamir Nolimon had a son, Aulendil,
which means “agent of Aule”… and Sauron
is called “a craftsman from the House of
Aule”.
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Tolkien: “Vardamir Nólimon, the eldest of
the four children of Elros Tar-Minyatur, was
the brief second King of Númenor”. Tolkien,
after saying that “Vardamir refused to be
king after being king for a brief while,” and
“Tar-Amandil [V* agent] became king”, says
soon after: T3, c. 500 - Sauron arises again in
Middle Earth”.
Clearly, such were the doings of Vardamir et
al.
The Greek myth continues:
“Zeus [Set0] hid him [Epaphus], but Io [may
equal Pasiphae] sought and found him in
Syria”.
That is why it is said:
“Sauron arises again in Middle-earth”.
A Sita1/Set1 counter-attack by Himalayan
giants may have come to Middle Earth, and
subdued the last main besiegers of the
western netherworlds, who were on the run
in Middle Earth and continuing the War of
Wrath.
This caused the V*-P elites to issue ideas of
fatal floods and “evil Minotaurs” due to the
fall of numerous leading Bek syllogicians in
battle.
Sauron, though arising in Middle Earth
during the reign of Vardamir (but note that
the Numenor throne was held by Amandil),
had his main kingdom in the Pamir Knot,
called Mordor, where many large and tall
humans were present, misrepresented as
“Trolls”.

Chapter B: The First Dynasty
#1D, 3: Amandil
The myths declare that “Vardamir", the
openly pro-core Minotaurean comparable
to Hor-Aha, was an "exceptional scholar
whose only desire was to study, not to rule”
i.e., Hor-Aha left the throne of Numenor; the
V*-P seized upon the opportunity and dug
in.
“When Elros died [defected], Vardamir
immediately abdicated in favour of his
eldest [in the V*-P’s view] son, Amandil (c.
T3, 442)”.
Amandil means “lover of Aman”, and
Amandil was therefore a V*-P agent, as they
speak of Aman as their land, in Second Age
Tolkien. But of course it was also the land of
the V* core besieged by the V*-P (peripheral
elites).
“Amandil, the third King of Númenor, ruled
for 148 “years,” from 442-590 of the Second
Age”.
Thus the V*-P pandered Tar-Amandil, the
supposedly “eldest” son of Vardamir. By
saying such things, they sought justification;
captured nobles are central to V*-P policy.
“Amandil was legally the third King, but
actually its second ruler. His father,
Vardamir Nólimon, was only a titular King”.
Thus during Amandil’s time in the “throne”,
V*-P agents, maybe those fleeing from Syria,
poured into Egypt; and after Amandil came
the Djer doges, a phenomenon showing
heavy V*-P activity, credited to the local BK
syllogicians.
Thus we can compare:

~~<∴>~~

1. Narmer aka Menes was Elros TarMinyatur
2. Vardamir was likely Hor-Aha, being
a “titular ruler”, but was eclipsed by
Amandil
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3. Djer1 was Tar-Elendil
4. Djer2 was Tar-Meneldur
Egyptology sees only one doge, “Djer” –
mentioned as the third ‘king’ after Narmer
and Hor-Aha – but Djer corresponds, as we
can say on analyzing Tolkien, to not one, but
2 rulers.
Thus Vardamir’s extremely broad outlook
had led to a problem. In Egypt itself – the L*
did not suspect that the V* would arise even
so soon after the removal of the “catkillers”.
From Egyptology, we read: “A striking
innovation of Hor-Aha's tomb is that
members of the royal household were
buried with the king, the earliest known
retainer sacrifices in Egypt. It is unclear if
they were killed or committed suicide
[“options” available!]. Among those buried,
were servants, dwarfs, women and even
dogs. A total of 36 subsidiary burials were
laid out in three parallel rows north-east of
Hor-Aha's main chambers. As a symbol of
royalty Hor-Aha was even given a group of
young lions”.
It would rather seem that Hor-Aha himself
escaped, thanks to help from Set1! Since
mainstream Egyptology has overlooked
Amandil and one of the two Djer “kings”;
this sacrifice-cum-burial must be that of
Amandil, or that of the first of the two Djer
“Kings”. It is the burial of one of these V*-P
doges, surely not that of Hor-Aha, who, as
Manetho said, was carried away by Set in
hippo form.
~~<∴>~~

THE DJER DOGES

Name of King (in
Name
of
King
the literature of
(in Egyptology)
Tolkien)
Narmer
Hor-Aha
Djer
Djet

Tar-Minyatur
(Elros)
Vardamir Nolimon
and 'Tar-Amandil'
Tar-Elendil
Tar-Meneldur
Tar-Aldarion

We later show that Aldarion, the sixth (or
fifth, ignoring Amandil) King in the Tolkien
Numenor king-list – was Djet, the fourth
king recognized in Egyptology – therefore,
in the reign of the one called "Djer" by
Egyptologists – actually, 2 V*-P-controlled
figures had “reigned” in succession. ‘Djer’ is
said to have reigned for too long a time
anyway (40 or even 57 years – impossibly
long especially considering the regicidism of
then).
The two "Djer” doges were, in Tolkien’s list
of kings (which gives us a much clearer
view):
1. Elendil … “Elendil” can be called
Djer1
2. Meneldur… Meneldur we can call
Djer2.
This we can say since Tolkien’s next King,
Aldarion, is almost certainly the Djet of
Egyptology.
From the reign of the Djer doges, V*-P
influence in matters of governance and war,
is recorded; 3 examples, from the time of
Djer:
1. “A label at Saqqarah may depict the
First Dynasty practice of human
sacrifice”. To call it a "First Dynasty
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practice" is very misleading and not
recommended.
2. “In the subsidiary tombs excavators
found Stelae of several individuals”,
who must have been the endogers of
Djer.
These true powers during the reign of
“Djer”, are mentioned as "the Eagles of
Manwe" by Tolkien; little wonder that
Djer2, Meneldur, has a name which “means
"Servant of the Heavens" (from Quenya
menel "the Heavens" and -ndur "servant")”,
in Tolkien.
Elendil, for the most part, is also shown as a
servant. “Elendil means "Friend of the
Elves" in Quenya (from elen "star, Elf" and ndil "friend, lover, devoted to")” – and let us
be reminded that, in the Second Age, the V*
peripheral elites misconsidered themselves
as elves; Numenor’s Kings were miscalled
“Men”.
“Tar-Elendil, the eldest son of Tar-Amandil,
received the nickname Parmaitë ("Book
Handed" in Quenya) because of his love of
making books from the legends and lore
gathered by his grandfather Vardamir
Nólimon”.
Tolkien tells us something very important
about Tar-Elendil. Tar-Elendil had an elder
daughter, Silmariën. Silmariën would not
become Queen, and his son Írimon inherited
the Sceptre and ruled as Tar-Meneldur.
However, "Silmariën became important in
her own right as the link of the Lords of
Andúnië [a source of doges for the V*
peripheral elites, later covered] to the royal
house". Thus the V*-P, in the time of Elendil,
extracted a royal strain and would use it to
justify themselves against the true royalty
of Numenor! Also, Elendil's dogehood was
such that he destroyed Numenor's royal
lineage by denying it legitimacy, by keeping
away, from it, an “heirloom” (i.e. something
which the “true heir” retains) which rightly

belonged to the Houses of Men! This was
the “Ring” of Barahir, associated with that
ancient Noldor elf of the First Age, Finarfin.
About it, we see: "For an unknown reason,
Tar-Elendil also passed the Ring of Barahir
down to Silmariën instead of his son. This
choice, over many generations, allowed
Aragorn to bear this heirloom during his
coronation at the end of the War of the
Ring". This was a great blow to Numenor’s
Kings.
3. Djer’s tomb contains the remains of
300 retainers who were buried with
him.
As to why this death of many by sacrifice,
that complex question will be answered in a
while.
The pro-V* nature of Djer (Djer1?) is
confirmed:


One of his regnal years on the Cairo
Stone is named "Year of smiting the
land of Setjet", which often is
speculated to be Sinai or beyond
[actually, this was a less-defended
part of Numenor, evidently related
to Set and Jah1, the V* core from the
heavens]”.

Egyptology: “Women carrying titles “She
who sees/carries Horus”, are buried in
subsidiary tombs near the tomb of Djer”.
Thus already the V*-P Horus-implanters are
seen. Bek the linear thinking elite, God of
stupidity as he named himself, was on the
loose!
“Tar-Amandil abdicated in 590 and was
succeeded by his eldest son Elendil, who
would rule as Tar-Elendil”. During Elendil's
reign – a thorn slowly creeping into the
flesh of the L* of Numenor, was implanted
by the V*-P:
“Elendil had a daughter, Silmariën”.
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T3, “521 - Silmariën is born in Númenor; line
of the lords of Andúnië splits off the line of
Kings”.

The Lords of Andunie would define the
sense in which Numenor is called “an island
realm”.

Tolkien: “Silmariën became important in
her own right as the link of the Lords of
Andúnië”.

Overview of current T3 chronology events:

Tolkien: “the Lords of Andúnië, who were
held in the highest honor after the Kings”…
The Lords of Andunie, a “pro-V*” faction
leashed by the V*-P Elendili, and carrying
the name of the “Anduin” (Minotaurean L*),
thus arose in Egypt, serving as a
justificationist lever for the V*. This was a
vital wound in Egypt since the days of Djer,
a wound inside of which Bek held on and
thrived, from which Egypt never completely
recovered.

T3, “543 - Meneldur, brother of
Silmariën, born
590 - Tar-Elendil becomes fourth
king of Númenor [or rather, doge]
600 - First Númenórean ships sail to
Middle-earth [The Argos0 of the
Argonauts, which had been broken by
the “flood” – is repaired, leading to
the rise of Jason0 (Jacob aka Elrond)]
700 - Anardil born [V*-P met their
match?]
740 - Tar-Meneldur becomes fifth
king of Númenor”.

The Tolkien narrative gives form to what is
formless in Egyptology, telling us that the
Lords of Andunie, the V* agents who are, as
expected, elusive in available accounts of
Egyptology, were often in opposition to the
“King’s Men,” i.e. the pro-King, or pro-L*
types.

Now we follow the key thread of the Tolkien
story: In the Djer era, Egyptian V*-P forces
dispatched anti-core "Ships" to relieve the
V*-P besieged in Middle Earth since the era
of Epaphus:

The first lord of Andunie, Valandil, means
"Devoted to the Valar" (from Vala and the ndil, 'friend of', 'devoted to') [here meaning
V*-P]”.

“During Elendil's reign, Vëantur, the Captain
of the King's Ships, became the first
Númenórean to return to Middle-earth, in
S.A. 600".

Tolkien says, very importantly:

This supports our idea that the
Numenoreans have, generally, defected; but
the Ship of Fools – the V*-P version of Noah’s
Ark – had begun sailing again (compare the
idea of a boat of dawn ferrying Set0, Ra0 et
al.).

“Throughout the Second Age, the Lords of
Andúnië were leaders of the Elendili, or Elffriends, who remained faithful to the Valar”.
That sentence is in the context of the V*’s
false idea in the Second Age, that is – “Elros
et al. of Numenor are mere “men”, and
opposed to the elves, for example the high
elves of Aman. All pro-Numenor elves are
evil dark elves”, but Elrond et al. are “high
elves”.
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“Veantur became acquainted with Círdan
and Gil-galad”.

Such, then, were the aptly-named “Gray
Havens”.

Gil-Galad, metioned as a “king of the Noldor
in Lindon,” was, until this turn of events,
pro-L*, presumably, as King of the Noldor
who survived the War of Wrath – but after
this “visit” by Veantur0 – presumably, a
“Gil-Galad” doge, a “Gil-Galad”0 – began to
arise; it was a renewed dawn of the V*-P
power in Lindon. We can estimate it to be
around 100 years since Narmer, as human
sacrifices begin in Stonehenge II ca. 3000
BC. Stonehenge II is wooden, which shows
the backwardness of the V*-Ps even if they
subjectively consider themselves “elves”, or
pro-elf.

“Un”forunately for the V*-P – of Veantur, it
was said "He came to love the sea" – the
same goes for his successors; thus on this
great mission to transform the northern L*
agents, the V*-P’s agents sent themselves, as
always, defected!

However, as a side effect, Vëantur became
more Vëantur1, having become ‘infected’ by
Gil-Galad1!
In Tolkien, Cirdan is mentioned as the “V*-P
agent” in “wolf’s valley”, or the Grey Havens.
The phenomenon of V*-P agency was by no
means unique to Egypt. See the Vučedol
Dove, “a symbol of the Vučedol culture.” A
clay vessel which, as someone points out, is
in the shape of the male partridge – that is,
he adds, a “universal symbol of fertility; the
Vučedol Dove is also explicitly associated
with limping, due to the defensive
behaviour of the male partridge, who
defends the nest from predators).” This is,
now we see, the true meaning of the limping
of Hephaestos, as in Greek mythology – a
report of the Elrondians among the
Elrosians; Elrondians could also enter the
office of the craftsman Sauron/Hephaestus,
or Set, doing, typically, small tasks – and,
occasionally, big tasks of great significance.
The pro-V* recidivists in Vucedol are
confirmed in how “a number of skeletons
were found in pits, once serving as food
storage pits. Their bodies were placed in a
ritual way, with indications of human
sacrifice”.

Anubis the jackal head (or wolf head), who
was most likely associated with the Vucedol
culture.

The V*-P discovered that a stronger leash
would be needed for Anubis, firstborn of
Set…
In any case, “Tar-Meneldur was fifth King of
Númenor”.
“Vëantur's daughter, Almarian, wedded TarMeneldur [Djer2]”.
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Thus, foreign-linked families threw their
weight into an anti-V*-P direction, thus
upsetting the grand design of the V*-P in
Egypt.
It was Meneldur's time during which
Tolkien says that Meneldur's sister
Silmariën (despite being pro-V*-P) did not
get kingship as she was “merely a female” ...
“the law of royal succession of that time” is
blamed.
Saying so is obviously meant to slander the
Numenoreans as sexist (fact is, the opposite
was true, as we’ll see later). The Tolkien
narrative, revealing its oft pro-V*, if not proV*-P orientation, takes Silmarien’s side, not
Meneldur’s – revealing her as a critical V*-P
agent; and that Meneldur, or Djer2, was
turned to love of “the sea” by how he was
wedded to Vëantur's daughter, Almarian.
Meneldur, while relatively pro-L*, was used
to provide aid to Silmariën and the V*-P,
however (thus the name Djer is retained for
him).
Anyway, “Meneldur's great passion was
stargazing and learning all he could about
the Heavens from the lore of Elves and
Men”.
“To study the stars, Meneldur built a tower
in the northernmost part of Númenor, since
the sky was clearer there than anywhere
else on the isle”. This shouldn’t be mistaken
for the tower of Nimrod; the V*-P built,
maybe in the icy northern lands of Europe, a
base, likely to uphold V* agents like “GilGalad”0 et al., and to guard the Corded Ware
culture.
Do we see traces of it, in archaeology? Yes
we do, at least by 2800 BC, a time by which
this seed now planted, blossomed. We see
“the Swedish-Norwegian Battle Axe culture,
or the Boat Axe culture, noticeable ca. 2800
BC.

About 3000 battle axes have been found, in
sites distributed over all of Scandinavia.
Herman Lindquist has referred to this as the
"Age of crushed skulls”, but, as the V*-P
scholars declare, “there is no indication that
this was an especially violent time – most of
the "crushing" happened post-mortem”.
Rather it was, as Lindquist says, a manual
crushing of skulls. This, what we’re seeing
here, was the newest addition to V*-P
territory.
Also, “During the reign of his father, TarElendil, the Númenóreans began to sail
eastwards”.
Thus likely the strength of Kubera0 showed
an upward trend as well, during this time;
and most of this destabilization of Kubera1
originated from the west, from Numenor0,
Aman0 etc.
In the see-saw type cycle in which such
things usually play out, in Egypt, and the
whole of Numenor, V*-P agents were losing
power.
As Tolkien says, “Although Meneldur had no
love for the Sea, he fell in love with
Vëantur’s daughter, Almarian, and married
her. They had a son Anardil”. Almarian can
be compared to Kebechet, the daughter of
Anubis, who is shown as a snake; so one can
imagine!

The V*-P unwittingly brought themselves
within range of L* “sorcery” – which would
cause numerous further defections, and
increasingly shake the V*-P appendages
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clinging secretly to the political system of
Numenor.
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